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CHAPTER ONE

introduction

A number of experiments have been carried out during the 

past few decades comparing the performance of both human and animal 

subjects under conditions of partial and continuous reinforcement. 

One of the more firmly established empPiical geneerd.izati.ons in 

psychology stems from this research and is known as the partial 

reinforcement effect or PRE, This generalization states that ’’All

other things equal, resistance to extinction after partial reinforcement 

is greater than after continuous rein fore men t when belhaVLor strength 

is measured in terms of single responses” (Jenkins and Stanley, 195>).

Among several theories proposed to explain the PRE is the 

expectancy theory of Hwnmhreys (19J9a). The theory describes expectancy

as a hn^p^oi^eSei.c^]L construct intervening between the training variables on 

the one hand, and some mmarnire of the persistence of the response in 

extinction, on the other. The theory states that partial reinforcement

develops a greater expectation that non-reinforcment will be foioowed 

by reinforcment than does regular reinforcement, Thus, when extinction

begins after partially reinforced training, the ex>eetation of reinforce

ment diminishes less rapidly than after regularly reinforced training, 

The difference in expeccation is mannfest in a difference in the persistence 

of responding in extinction, The theory has received wide criticsm,

partly because of the difficulty of rigorously defining and testing the

1
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proposed intervening state or variable in a way that could lead to a 

reasonably definitive ten t of the theory. As Lewis (i960) paints out 

in Ms comprehensive review of the literature on partial reinforcement, 

"Perhaps every study ... could be reinterpreted according to an 

expectancy notion, and that is the min weafaaess of ouch a point of view. 

There seems no way of disproving it." (p.2j)

The present research ie also concerned W.th expectancy under 

partial reinforcement. Horwvvr, expectancy ia here trented not as an

intervening variable which night ba used to explain the persistence of 

sone other form of betavior, but rather as a dependent vartable in its 

own righit. The subjects in this experiment express verbally their

expeetation of reward while performing in a task which only sometimes 

yields rewards. The expectations are studied as a function of certain

variables just as one right study the persistence of lever pulling or of 

sowe other nom-verbal response.

The Probl ml

The present thesis ia concerned w.th the growth and decline in 

expectancy of reward during acquisition and extinction when only one of 

a set of alternative rnspondee is rewarded. It is concerned with

expectancy when subjects are confronted w.th a selective learning task 

rather than when their performance is in the con1 ext of a guessing game 

or a game of chance.

The experiment is designed to answer the following question l 

la the growth of expeetation of reward during acquisition, and its
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decline during extinction, affected by making rewards conditional 

upon correct responses, or is the expectation simply dependent upon 

the series of rewards and non-rewards however they are produced?

Let us consider what is megant by condilio!—Qity in the present 

context.

O>erant cond^i-oning experiments may be carried out according 

to either a selective or a non-selective procedure. In the former

case, subjects are recuired to learn a particular response and wwether 

or not reward is obtained depends upon the occurrence of that response, 

and, of course, on the probability of reward given that the correct 

response has occurred. Rewards are in part controlled by the subject
1

and are conditio-al or contingent on a correct response. The oveeall 

probability reward may be expressed as follows:

probibiiity of reward = p^obibility of the x p^Lba^^y of
correct response reward given the

correct response

or

P(+) . P(Rc ) . P(+)/R„c c

It is evident that in any learning task in which the probability 

of a correct response, P(R ), is less than 1, the average p^obibility of c

reward, P(+), must be less than the conditlonal p^obibility of reward 

given that the correct response has occurred, P(+)/R .c

■^’The teim cond^ioinil.ity .s here used lnterchangeai1y the term
contingency.
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In contrast to a selective learning situation, the subject 

in a non-Belective situation responds in any manner he wishes and 

rewards are externally controlled by the ej^c^aae'er, occurring at 

certain times regardless of what the subject is doing. Tierefore,

no conddtional probaaillties are involved since there will either be 

a single response alternative which the subject uses repeatedly, or 

the same probaaility of reward will attach to every one of the response 

alternatives. In such cases reward is said to be non-conningenV .

The central question to be answered by the present research 

is wweeher the expectancy of reward in a selective learning task 

reflects the con-ldtinnal structure of reward, or on the other hand, 

depends simply on the overall probbablity of reward.

In brief, the experiment is as follows. The expectancy

scores of sublets performing in a selective learning task are to be 

compared with those who are performing in a non'-selective task which 

differs only with respect to the absence of conditional or contingent 

probaablity of reward. If the expectation reflects the con-iiionality

o^ reward, it will be higher in a selective than in a non'selective task.

1
There is a distinction between human and animal studies when one 
considers contingent and non-contingent reward presentations.
Human subjects may be instructed to respond, for example, by pulling 
a lever or pushing a button. Since these responses are usually
within the repertoire of all subjects before they come to the expert- 
meenal room, the task may be described as one of performance, or at 
mot, as one of simple lear-i-g. Within this framework a non
contingent procedure of reward presentation is employed. However, if
the experiment is designed to allow for variations in the pattern of 
responding by introducing, for example, more than one lever or button, 
the rewards may be either contingent or nnn-conti-gent upon a particular 
response pattern. Even when a non-contingent procedure is used, the
subject still makes a response which is pecuHar to the task involved. 
In experiments with animal subjects, on the other hand, rewards presented 
on a non-contingent basis occur wwheher or not the animal makes a 
response of any form.
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In a selective task in Which the occurrence of reward 

depends on the performance of the correct response, one expects 

the frequency of reward to increase as learning proceeds. We

would like to mdce the comppaison of expectancy for contingent and 

non-contingent reward for the same pattern of reward and non-reward 

on successive trials. In order to do that, the series of outcomes 

generated by a subject in a selective learning task was recorded and 

then applied non-contingently to another subject. A design of this 

type is often referred to as a yoked design.

The experiment provides data on the growth of expectancy 

when the probbbiiity of reward following a correct response is either 

100$ or 50$ and, of course, on the growth of expectancy when the 

identical series of rewarded and non-rewarded trials is arranged non- 

contitgently. The selective learning task connists of finding the

correct response from a set of eight alternatives. Sbject3 in the

non-contingent yoked control group have the same set of response 

alternatives available, but reward is not ccntitional upon which 

response is made on any trial.

Wat grounds are there foir believing that the expectancy 

of reward will depend on contingency? Wen the subject learns to

make the correct response he is presumably able to mt&e the dis

crimination between the eorrect response and the incorrect responses 

that he has previously made. Thus unrewarded trials on which an

incorrect response was made may be discounted so that they do not



reduce the expectation of reinforcement given the correct response. 

The effect, of course, would be a higher expectancy of reward than 

in the non-contingent case.

In the above formUation, the distinction between the 

correct response and incorrect responses is thought of as providing 

a basis for discrimination in imich the same way as would an external 

signal. It is as though the uniformly non-rewarded trials Hl

occurred in the presence of a red light while trials on which reward 

was sometimes forthcoming (in the case of 50$ reward) or always 

forthcoming (in the case of 100$ reward) were accompanied by a green 

light.

If the principal function of responses were in fact to 

provide a discriminative signal, then one might expact to find that 

the expectancy scores of subjects who simply watched an indication 

of the responses made by someone else would develop in much the 

same way as the subjects who actually made the responses. In

particular, a similar difference between expectancy scores w.th and 

without contingency should appear for the "watchers* as wed as for 

the "players". Further, if responses mdke a difference only in so

far as they improve the prediction of reward, then in the non-contingent 

procedure where responses do not in fact improve the prediction of 

reward, responses should be irrelevant to expectancy. Thus, in the

absence of contingency, the ex?eetation of reward in subjects who 

watch only the outcomes of the successive trials should not differ
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systematically from the expectation of reward for those subjects who 

watch or mtke responses ts weei ts observing the outcomes. The present

experiment includes several groups which provide compti.sons relevant 

to these conjectures.

Although it seems reasonable to believe that expectancy 

scores Will reflect the condiiionality of reward, there are some 

grounds for doubt.

First, it may be noted that incorrect responses will occur 

predominantly in the early part of the series of trials. Towards 

the end the correct response should be occurring on almost all trials. 

If the expectation of reward is heavily determined by recent outcomes, 

both groups toward the end of the series may, in fact, be discounting 

trials on which incorrect responses were rode. That is so because,

it will be recalled, a yoked control design is used which means that 

the same sequence of rewarded and non-rewarded trials occurs in the 

contingent and non-contingent cases.

Second, although it is clear to the experimenter that in 

the non-contingent groups response selections do not alter the probab

ility of reward, it may not be clear to the subjects. We shall sub

sequently review some experiments which suggest that there are cir

cumstances in which people, as weei as animals, behave under non

contingent reward as though the reward depended upon their response. 

Let us suppose that in the present experiment, a bubject in the 

non-contingent conn^o! group varies his responses uiml rewards become
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frequent at which point he settles down to the repetitive use of a 

single response alternative. Would he not then discount earlier

non-rewards because of their association W.th a different response, 

and thus arrive at an ex?eetation of reward very similar to the 

subject who generated this particular pattern of reward and non-reward 

under contingent reward? If these speculations were to prove correct

one might expect to find no difference between expectation of reward 

in the contingent and non-contingent arrangements for either "players" 

or "waachers". However, those subjects who see only the trial out

comes, without any indication of the response, should presumably develop 

a lower ex>eecation of reward than those that mdce or watch the 

response selections since only when the responses are available in 

some form is there an opjprtunity to discount non-rewards on the basis 

of their having occurred in conjunction w.th a different response.

We have discussed some possible outcomes of the present 

experiment in terms of the expectancy of reward during a series of 

atquiBition trials. Following the last rewarded trial an extensive

series of trials was given wwthout further reward. The decline of

expectancy during this phase is also of some interest. In particular,

wil the slower decline in expectancy after 50$ reward than after 

100$ reward which has been found in non-selective tasks, also character

ize the decline of expectancy in selective learning? D>es the

presence or absence of contingency during atqui8ition have any effect 

on the rate of decline of expectation?
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Review of the Relevant Literature:

The experiments reviewed in this section Wil deal with 

the following independent variables either singly or in combinntion: 

(l) percentage of reinforcment, (2) contingency, and (3) task. 

The min emmhasis will be on studies concerned with two dependent 

variables: (l) expectancy scores and (2) pattern of responding. 

However, several studies dealing with other response mmamires will 

be mentioned because of their concern with one or more of the 

independent variables included in the present study.

Since the mmjor interest of this thesis is wth expectancy 

scores, experiments e^poying human subjects will be nmphhsiznd 

although several animal studies wil also be discussed because of 

their relevance to the problem of contingency,

1, Expectancy as a Finntion of Percentage of Rewwrd:

The first experiment to utilize verbal expectancy scores

under paatial and continuous reinforcment was that of Hiumpkheys (1939b). 

The seventy-eight subjects in this experiment were required to mark on 

a record sheet, before each trial, wwemh^r or not a light on the right 

would come on following one on the left. All subjects were run through

two learning series. Series I consisted of twenty-four acquisition

trials reinforced 100" of the time, followed by twelve extinction trials 

in which the right light never came on. Then series II began, conniet- 

ing of twenty-four scqui8itiot trials in Witch the right light ^Howed 

the left light only 50& of the time in a random order, and twelve
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extinction trials in which again the right light never came on.

The dependent measure was the percentage of verbal anticipations that 

the right light would come on. The results showed that With 100% 

reward subjects* expectations rose to a 98% level by the end of 

acquisition, while with 50% reward expeecations did not exceed those 

of a "chance" series. Dring extinction the 50% series showed greater

resistance to extinction than the 100% series, taking nine trials to 

reduce to a 10% level of responding in contrast to only three trials 

for the 100% series,

Detambel (1950) was puzzled by Humptn'eys’ results concerning 

the rapid extinction of the 50% group to a below chance level and 

criticized H^i^phhr^j^sj* experiment on the grounds that his instructions 

set the stage so that whenever the subjects’ "yes" was followed by 

the second light the "yes" - response was strengthened, and whenever a 

"no" - response was foULowed by no light, this response was strengthened. 

"Thus in extinction the comppete absence of the second light strengthened 

the "no" - response to such an extent that it reached a level near 100% 

frequency, whhle the coveting response of "yea" was never reinforced 

and approached zero" (Jenkins and Stanley, 19J5>). In order to test

his hyppttieBis Detambel ran four groups of subjedts in a situation 

conniating of a pair of keys and one light. The task of the subjects

in all groups was to press the key they thought would turn on the 

light. The conditions for the first two groups were similar to

H^r^p^p^i^ieys^’ series I and II in the sense that a press on key A (which was 

correct during acq^et^on) paralleled a "yes" -response during acq^et^on
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and a press on key B (which was correct during extinction) 

paralleled a ’’no” - response during extinction. In other words 

during extinction trials there is a reversal instead of an elimination 

or extinction of the correct response. Under these conditions

Deearabel's and ihunphreys' results were similar; - responding 

during extinction dropped to a 10% level in the first few trials. 

DDbammbels groups III and IV were trained in the same way during 

acquisition. Howee-er, during extinction the light never came on.

It is not surprising that under these conditions presses on neither 

key A nor key B came to be used exclusively during extinction.

As Detarabel predicted, extinction curves for both 50% and 100% 

reinforcement dropped only towards a chance level (50%) wth a 

somewhat faster approach following 100% reinforcement. The

structure of the present experiment is similar to that for Deta^nl's 

groups III and IV in that during extinction none of the eight 

alternative responses produces reward.

Hu^mphre^cs* research gave impetus to further studies which 

included overt mooor responding and a number of different percentages 

of reward. Three of these experiments were carried out by Lewis

and Dincan (1957; 195&a; 1952). Tieir subjects wen seated in

front of an array of sixteen push buttons arranged in four columns 

of fcur buttons each. When a green signal light came on they wen

required to push one button in each column and then pull a lever. 

A disk dropped into a pay-off tray if that trial was to bo rewarded.
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The rewards occurred according to previously determined schedules 

and were independent of the munner in which subjects responded.

The subjects in each of the three experiments were ale© 

asked to state, after each trial, whether they expected to obtain a 

reward on the next trial. A trntdlulum of numbers from 1 (indicating 

low expoetation of success) through 6 (indicating high expectation of 

success) were used as a measure of level of ex>eetation. The general

results were as follows: (l) During acquisition the level of exp®etation 

increased differentially as a direct function of percentage of reward 

with the largest percentage showing the highest expectancy scores, and 

(2) During extinction the level of expeecation decreased differentially

as a function of percentage of reward, wth the greatest extinction 

loss following the largest percentage of reward.

In one of these experiments (1957) an analysis of the button

pushing data was carried out to determine if stereotypy of response 

selection depended on the percentage of reward. Two response measures

were used: (l) number of different buttons pressed during a block of 

trials, and (2) nuirtjer of repetitions of buttons pressed during a block 

of trials. Neither response meeBure showed any changes as a function

of the percentage variable.

It is im]p>rtant to note that all four experiments reported 

above eAmp-oyed a non-contingent procedure of reward presentation even 

though in the Lewis and Duncan studies the presence of many alternative 

responses may have led subnets to infer that conddtimlity was present.
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A numbar of experimenters have pointed to the need for 

studying reinforcement schedules when a selective learning problm is 

involved, so that rewards would be contingent upon learning a correct 

response (Bilodeau and Bilodeau, 1961} Carment and Miles, 1962). 

One experiment which used a selective learning task is that by Ttarlor 

and Noble (1962), They designed an experiment requiring subjects to

match, in a previously determined "correct" maimer, each of four keys 

to each of four electrical circuit symtols presented on slides. Four

schedules of reward were used: 100%, 75%, 50% and 25%, along with 15, 

20, 30 and 60 acquisition trials. respectively. All subjects had 15

specific reinforced trials available.to them. Eirtinction consisted of

20 nom*reinforced trials. The results were analyzed in several 

different wears. -hen correct responses were plotted in percentage terms

as a function of the total number of acquusition trials the following 

results were obtained: (l) the rate of acquusition was faster the 

greater the relative frequency of reward} (2) all partial reinforce

ment groups reached a final level of about 80%, while the continuous 

group reached a 98% level of attainment, and (3) the intertrial variability 

of the partial groups was much greater than that of the continuous group. 

A 15 x 4 analysis of variance was carried out on percentage of reward 

over the fifteen available reinforcement trials during acquisition with 

percentage of correct responses as the dependent meeaure. Both the

’scheduue’ and ’trials’ factors were significant. Howeevr, when the

100% group was removed, a 15 x 3 analysis showed the schedule effect to
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be non-significant, Diring extinction an 8 x 4 analysis of variance

was carried out on the percentage of correct responses during the first 

8 trials, Although the schedule of reinforcment factor was signifi

cant, again when the 100& group was removed the significant effect 

disappeared,

One of the problems which is not dealt with in the above 

procedure is that since the number of acquisition trials is constant 

for all subjects within a particular group, the number of ''correct" 

responses made is likely to differ among subjects and therefore the 

number of rewards actually obtained, even though the same number of 

rewards are available to all subjects, Spence (1958, as cited in

Pavlik and Born, 1962) points out that "This ,,, disparity in the 

relative frequencies of occurrences of the responses and of the 

experiences Wth their consequences suggests that unequivocal inter

pretations of subsequent choice behavior are difficult; both habit 

and reinforcraent contirgency effects are apt to be involved,"

A second research progrm dealing with partial reinforcement 

in a selective learning task is that by van Fleet (1963), Van Fleet

carried out two experiments, the first of which will be reported here, 

In this experiment four different percentages of reinforcement were 

factortally combined with 8, 16 and — correct acqi^ui^iti^on trials, The 

number of reinforcements was allowed to vary, The subjects' task was

to pull two levers in any maimer they wished and to earn as many - chips 

(reinforcements) as possible, The correct response was designated as

one right-handed pull followed in succession by two lefthhimded pulls,
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SbjectB were allowed to quit the experiment whenever they wished, 

but were told that stopping before they had made as many chips as 

possible would count against them, as would continuing after they 

had earned all the chips they could.

The results showed that resistance to extinction increases 

as the percentage of decreases. Tiere was no effect

due to the number of correct acquisition trials, the range of which 

included the variation involved in the present experiment.

Although the above experiments deal with a selective 

learning task, from the point of view of the present research they 

provide one with no compprison wth a non-aelective learning situation 

noir do they give expectancy score measuues.

The Rile of Contingency:

A compaaison with the responses made by subjects in selective 

and nonnBelective learning tasks where rewards are contin • ent and non

contingent respectively on a particular response alternative has received 

little attention in the psychological literature up to the present. 

However, the distinction between contingent and non-contingent reward 

has been more clearly recognized in animal research. For example the

imjxrtant role that contingency plays in the development of behavior 

patterns has been of experimental interest ever since Skinner (1948) 

showed that pigeons could be made to respond in connd-stent patterns over 

long periods of time even though rewards occurred independently of wtat
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the pigeons were doing. In Skinner's words: "The bird behaves

as if there were a causal relation between its behaovior and the 

presentation of food, although such a relation is lacking." 

The social impPications of this phenomenon as an explanation of 

supeertitious behaVLor are readily apparent and that is whuat 

Skinner had in ■ ’ nd when he referred to the result as suppestitious 

conditioning.

Bruner and Revusky (1961) referred to a similar type of 

performance in human s^^;je^<ts as collateral behav^r. They required

subjects to press a number of telegraph keys in order to obtain 

reward. Although all but one of the keys were non-functional in

producing rewards. the subjects nevertheless pressed the non-functional 

keys in systematic patterns as though they were also required for 

reward, These results would support Wright's (1965) contention that

"Human Ss in Buch situations usually believe that there is some means 

by which they can be right on every trial, that the solution is a 

complex one. and that they are m>re or less approximating that solution 

as a function of the relative frequency of reward selected in advance 

by E”.

The above evidence would lead one to predict that the patterns 

of responding in selective and n^i^-^f^(^].e^^tive tasks might differ very 

little when human subjects are used. Tils suggests the posssbility

that expectancy scores might also show no differences for cocticgect 

and non-contingent arrangemenC8.
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Two animal studies which are concerned with the dis

crimination between, or preference for, contingent versus non

contingent reward conditions are relevant to the present research. 

Logan (1962) carried out a study on conditionalooutcome choice 

behaavLor in which he aioowei rats to choose between a contingent 

and a non-contingent situation for reweards. A two-alley apparatus

was used. In one alley the rewards were contingently presented for

a correct response at its end, while in the other alley rewards 

were non-contingently presented on the same number of trials as in 

the contingent alley. Sever! experiments are reported in which 

reward for the contingent alley was obtained by running slowly, 

choosing the correct brightness in a discrimination task, or turning 

in the correct direction at the end of the alley. Each of the 

experiments was run in blocks of four or s&.trials, the first trial 

in each block being a free choice one and the one on which the 

response meaesires were based. The remaining trials of the block were 

forced to ensure that subjects went equally often in each direction. 

Logan concluded that "fats are indifferent between such an alternative 

and one in which the same frequency of reward w^ts given regardless of 

performance." Logan's results are interesting, but need further

investigation. For example only a small numlser of subjects was

used in each experiment. In addition his final conclusion was based

on the fact that although in some cases there was a preference for 

the tonnitiotal alley, when tonditiots were reversed only a snmH 

number of subjects actually reversed their preference. Logan himself
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also points out that "Other procedures, particularly ones in which 

the conditional aspect is very prominent, may he more likely to detect 

a preference, and other organisms, particularly primates, may be more 

likely to reveal one." Nevertheless his studies would indicate that

rats are either um^l^^Le to discriminate between a contingent and a 

non-contingent reward concdtion or, if they do discriminate, they have 

no preference between the two.

Appel and Hiss (19&2) studied the distribution and rate of 

key pecking responses of pigeons under both contingent and non

contingent conditions. Two subjects were started on an FI JO

second schedule of reinforcement which alternated randomly between 

a contingent reward procedure in the presence of a wih-te light and a 

non-contingent procedure in the presence of a red light. The

interval was increased to one minute on Day 2, to two minutes on Day J, 

and to four minutes on Day 4. Two other pigeonB were scheduled in 

the same manner except that reward was delivered contingently in 

the presence of both lights until three days after the FI *+ schedule 

was introduced. Then non-contingent reward was used in the presence

of the red light. On examining the average rates and the temporal 

distributions of responses during the two conddtions of reward present

ation the authors concluded that : "The pigeon can discriminate 

contingent from non-contingent reinforcements although this dis

crimination is not perfect. The distributions of responding during

the non-contingent condition were similar to those obtained during 

fixed-interval rrinforcement."
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Comparable studies employing human subjects are not to be 

found in the literature. However, two experiments by Jenkins and

Ward have been concerned with the judgments human subjects mate about 

the degree of contingency between two eventB. In 1965 they carried

out a study using a two-response, two-outcome situation. The subjects

were required to judge the degree of control exerted by their responses 

over outcomes. Each subject worked on a set of two contingent and

three non-contingent problems. The authors point out that the mmst

valid assessment of contingency is arrived at by taking the difference 

between the conditional probaaillties of the two events occurring under 

two different conddtions. The conclusion was that "In all conditions

the amount of contingency judged was correlated with the number of 

successful trials, but was entirely unrelated to the actual degree 

of contingency."

In a second study to determine the rules by which subjects 

make their judgments of contingency Ward and Jenkins (1965) altered 

the display of the information to the subjects so that one group 

received the presentation serially, another group in an organised 

summary, and a third group in both ways. A set of seven possible

rules for judging contingency was formuuated. Howweer, only one

of these, based on the difference in conddtional arorajilltieB, 

indicates an understanding of contingency. The results showed that

"Only in the group which received the sumMry without the serial display 

were the judgments of a majority of subjects more consistent with an



appropriate rule of judgment involving a comparison of probabilities 

than with one or another of several Inappropriate rules involving the 

frequency of certain favourable In conclusion the authors

state that generally speaking, statistically naive subbects lack an 

abstract concept of contingency.

An experiment which examines patterns of responding as a 

function of partial schedules of noncontingent reward was done by 

Wright (1962). He used a continuous responding situation in

which subjects were instructed to push one button at a time in a 

circular array of sixteen buttons. Response sequences were recorded

for each block of twe^y-five button presses. Thirteen blocks of 

acquisition and two blocks of extinction trials were run. Te

schedules of reinforcment or probaablity of reward (TT) were 

different for each of the five groups of subsets. The method of

scoring took into consideration response repetition on a single 

button, constant interval rotation and other mre complex patterns 

of responding used by subjects. The results of rcquisitiot indicated

that the repetition of any single button press was a positive linear 

function of the probb.ablity of reward. Tere was also a positive

but curvilinear relation between pro,^8^t^bi^:it^y of reward and order

liness of responding, with consistency being greatest at high rrobiailltles 

of reward, intermediate at low r^obibilitle8 and low at intermediate 

rrobiaillties of reward. No significant differences were found between

groups during extinction. Unnootunately this study provides no

comppiaison of consistency of responding with a selective learning
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probletc and contingent reinforcement

Drect and Indirect Pea’ticipation:

Up to now we have examined studies concerned Wth the 

development of expectancy scores in contingent and non-c'-ntin-ent 

learning situations when subjects are actively involved in generating 

response patterns. The problem of conditionality may also be

studied by employing a second method which involves only indirect 

participation. Various names have been given to this process,

among them imitation, copying and vicarious learning. The present 

research is not primarily interested in this variable for its own 

sake, but simply as a means of further studying contingent and non

contingent response-reward relationships. A number of experiments

have been carried out comparing the degree of learning under direct 

and vicarious conndtions and therefore a brief review of this liter

ature seems pertinent.

Anozng the studies showing vicarious learning in infrahuman 

subjects are those by Miler and Doiard (19*41), Darby and Riopeeie 

(1959) and Hayes and Heayes (1952). Human subject experiments have

been done by Lew.s and Duncan (1958b), Berger (1961), Stary (1962), 

Roofer and Mabton (1965), van Wwaenen and Travers (1965) and 

Barnwell and Sechrest (1965). Of this latter group only Lewis

and Dmcan and Stary have compeared direct and vicarious learning 

under conditions of partial and continuous reinforcement.
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Lewis and Duncan used a modified slot maclhLne and two 

levels of reward, 100% and 25%. SuUjects were required to place a

meeal disk in a slot at the top of a machine and pull a lever. Pay

off disks were delivered non-contingently according to the pre

determined schedule. On each play the subjects indicated their

expectancy of success or failure by calling out a number on a scale 

from 1 to 6. Five pairs of groups took part in the experiment. 

Two groups played the irachine and received reinforcement; two groups 

watched S play the acquisition series and were given rewards when E 

was rewarded; two groups watched E play the acqui6itiot series but 

did not receive any reward; two groups had a hrp°theeical acquisitiot 

series explained to them and were given rewards every time the 

hypotheeical player won; and two groups had hfpotheeical situations 

explained to them but did not receive rewards. The subjects were 

confronted with eight acquisititn trials, after which they could quit 

any time they wished. The results showed that there were no over

all differences between the four p^i.rs of vicarious groups and the two 

groups which actually played the machine when the meatnirt was either 

mean log plays to extinction or expectancy scores during extinction. 

Also the percentage of reward factor, in regard to both response 

meesures, was significant only in the three pairs of groups in which 

subjects actually won rewards during the acquilri;titt series. The

effect was one of greater resistnce to extinction following 25% 

reward than 100% reward.
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Stary (1962) in an unpublished doctoral dissertation 

compared vicarious experience with actual play experience using 

preschool and grammar school children, and 0% 55%, and 100% 

reinforcement in a drawwer-pulling task. The results of this 

experiment also showed no significant differences between the 

actual play and vicarious groups when responses were measured 

in number of plays to quitting. The PRE occurred in both types

of experience.

In the study by Jenkins and Ward mentioned earlier, they 

also employed ’'spectators’* who were paired With each of the active 

subjects. These spectators also made judgments concerning the

degree of contingency in a series of trials. It was found that 

the degree of active involvement had no sigi^ficant effect on 

the judgment

Asin it should be that in all three experiments

just mennioned a non-selective learning problem was used. It 

remains to be seen wHether the learning of a mom complex problm 

wth contingent reinforcment will be affected differentially by 

direct and vicarious procedures.

Nummary of the Main findiigsi

(1) Moot of the experiments using human subjects and 

concerned with partial and continuous reinforcment found in the 

literature to date have employed a non-contingent procedure of
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reward presentation. These studies, regardless of the dependent

measures obtained, hare supported the notion that resistance

to extinction after partial reinforcement is greater than after 

continuous reinforcement. The only two experiments which used a

selective task and different schedules of reward were those by 

Noble and Taylor and van Fleet. They obtained results which

also ihdicate that during extinction the partial groups are more 

resistant than continuous groups.

(2) Aside from a few animal studies no experiments were 

found which compared performance under contingent and non-contingent 

arrangemenns. Hrweevr, when human subjects are asked to learn a

simple task and are rewarded ncn-conningently, results indicate that 

they generally behave as though there were a contingent relationship 

between their responses and the outcomes. There is also evidence

that human subjects are not good at discriminating between contingent 

and non-contingent relationships.

(5) Human subbects show no differences in terms of number of 

trials to quitting or expectancy scores during extinction when engaged 

directly or indirectly in a simple learning problem. In other wrds 

direct and vicarious learning are equally effective.

In conclusion it may be said that although a number of the 

variables and features of the experiment to be reported have been 

involved in other experiments, there is little in the previous 

literature that suggests an answer to the present question, i.e.s
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does the expectancy of reward reflect the conditionality which 

eXsts between responses and rewards tn human selective learning 

tasks?



Chapter two

METHOD
i

Subjects:
I

The subjects in this experiment were eighty male and 

female students enrolled in the introductory psychology course
/

of a summer-uchool program at McMaster University. Each subject J
was assigned to one of ten treatment conditions as he came into 

I'
the experimental room, making eight subjects in each group.

Apparatus:

The apparatus was a modified Qebrands-Lindsiey operant 

conditioning panel which consisted of a 2* x 2* plastic-coated 

white board mounted at a 60° angle against a wall. Two rod 

push buttons projected from the right and left of the panel. 

Directly above each button was a pilot-light. Each button 

press caused the pilot light above it to flash on momentarily. 

Distinctive trial-lights were also mounted on the panel in full 

view of the subjects. These trial-lights were automatically 

programred to go on for five seconds and then off for five seconds 

continuously throughout the experiment. In the centre of the panel 

and below the push buttons was a receptacle into which the reinforce

ments were delivered. The reinforcement consisted of a small white 

plastic poker chip. Above the trial-lights and extending the 

width of the board was a wide white card with the number 1

25
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through 6 evenly spaced across it. The following descriptions 

were written above each number respectively: "very sure of not 

getting a chip", "mildly sure of not getting a chip", "slightly 

sure of not getting a chip", "slightly sure of getting a chip", 

"irildly sure of getting a chip", and "very sure of getting a chip". 

This terminology is an adaptation of that used by Lewis and 

Dincan (1957; 1958a; 1958b).

A counter which recorded the curnuuative number of reinforce

ments received during the experiment was located above the card and 

in full view of the subject.

The conditioning panel was connected to Grawn-Stadler 

automatic programing and timing units in an adjoining room. 

Rewards could be made to occur automattcally according to a pre

programed schedule for a correct response, or could also be 

released mammaiy on specific trials. The response patterns 

were recorded trial by trial on a Philips two-channel tape recorder. 

This tape was later used to activate the pilot lights associated 

with each push button so that this sequence of responses could be 

indicated to another subject. Response patterns were also recorded

on a Hutter paper event recorder for the purpose of anhysis.

Expeimeenal Design:

The design the experiment is sum^maiiZed in Table 1

overleaf



TABLE 1

EjqjeriBeenal design of the present research.

Each entry in the table represents a group of 8 subjects.

Play and Win Watch and Win W.n Only

Cotingent Nooncontingent Cooningent Nooncooningent

100# Group I 
(F&W,100%,C)

Group II
(P&W,100%,NC)

Group III 
(W&,100#,C)

Group 3V
( W&W, 100#, NC )

Group V 
(WO 100%)

50# Group VI
(P&W5%C)

Group VII 
(P&W50#,NC)

Group VII 
(w&w. 500,0

Group IX
(W&W,50#,NC)

Group X
(wo, 00%)

Group I - Subjects generate responses and outcomes. The series of outcomes over
trials generated by this group is used for all other groups under 100# 
reinforcement.

Group II - Subbeets generate responses but outcomes occur on the same trials as in 
Group I.

Group III - Subbects watch responses and outcomes generated by Group I.

Group IV - Sul) beets watch responses generated by Group II and outcomes which occur
on the same trials as in Group II (and hence in Group I also).

Group V - Suubects watch outcomes only, which occur on the seme trials as in Group I.

Group VI-X - Responses and rewards are genera ted in the same way as they are in
Group I - V.

3
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The structure incorporates an incomplete 2x2x3 

factorial design With the elmiiuition of two groups under the third 

variable (see Table l). The independent variables are percentage 

of reinforc«nent, divided into schedules of 50% and 100%, contingency, 

defined by contingent and non-contingent relationships, and a task 

variable, described as Play and Wn, Watch and Win and Win tally. 

Tiis latter terminology is the one used by LeWs and Dincan (1958b).

SiUb«c1ts in the Play and Win groups played the acquisition 

and extinction series themselves and received rewards directly. 

Three discrete button presses were to be made on the two push buttons 

on each trial. Tierefore, any one of eight possible alternative

patterns could be produced on any trial. The conddtions o^ the two 

Play and Win contingent groups reuuired that subjects learn a correct 

response, which was arbitrarily designated as one right-button press 

foioowed in succession by two left-button presses (RLL). The 100% 

reward group was reuuired to make sixteen correct responses in 

acuuisiion, the 50% reward group to mace thirty-two. Thus, the 100%

and 50% reward groups each received sixteen reinforcements. Sight

different schedules of 50% reward were assigned to the eight subjects 

of that group. These schedules were random except for the following

restrictions: (l) the first and thirty-second correct responses were 

reinforced, and (2) the first and last sixteen correct responses each 

received eight reinforcements.
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Subjects in the two Play and Win non-contingent groups 

were matched with the contingent subjects in the manner of a yoked 

control design. They were also required to generate their own 

response patterns directly and were instructed to learn the correct 

response although in fact there was none. Rewwrds were controlled by

the experimenter and were made to occur on the same trials as they 

did for each matched subject in the contingent groups.

bach subject in the Watch and Win groups was matched with 

a subject in each of the four Play and Win groups. Tieir task

was to observe the response patterns and rewards generated by their 

mtched subject, by regarding the sequences of pilot-light flashes 

which were reproduced for them from a tape.

Subjects in the Wn Only groups were required to observe 

the trial lights going on and off at five second intervals throughout 

the experiment and the occurrence of rewards from time to time. 

Wiese rewards were made to fall on the same trials as they did in 

the Play and Wn (and Watch and Wn) groups. Since no responses

were made by the subjects in the Win Only groups, the distinction 

between contingent and non-contingent reward does not apply.

It is evident from the design that the number of acquisition 

trials will vary from subject to subject, but that the limits will 

be set by subjects in the Play and Win contingent groups, so that 

all remaining groups will have the same number of trials as their 

matched subjects in these two groups.



All subjects were required to state, for each trial, 

immediately after the trial-lights went off, a number from 1 to 

6 indicating their expectancy that a chip could occur for that 

trial. These expectancy numbers, along Wth the response patterns,

where obtained, were recorded by the experimenter who sat in the 

adjoining room.

For the subjects in the contingent groups rewards were 

released automaat^c^i^lly according to a prearranged schedule of rein

forcement on the correct response four seconds after the trial

lights went off. For non-contingent reward presentations the

experimenter closed an electrical circuit maauully on the specific 

trials in which rewards were to occur. These rewards were then

automaaically released four seconds after the trial-lights went off.

Procedure:

When a subject entered the ex^i^irim^r^tal room he was asked

to make himssef co^ff^rt^iab:Le in the chair in front of the panel. Then

one of three sets of instructions was read to him. The Play and Win 

instructions were as foioows:

This experiment is designed to comppare the ability of people 
to learn. By pressing these buttons in a certain way you can mace 
poker chips drop into this receptacle. This is how to operate the
buttons. Just press them in and a spring will pull them back by
themselves.
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You way begin pressing when these trial-lights come on. 
'These lights will remain on for five seconds during which time you 
may rndke three, and only three presses. Then the trial-lights
wiil go off. In other words when the lights are on, you may medke 
three presses in any manner you wish, as long as you press only one 
button at a time. But remember, do not press when the trial-lights
are off.

Your task is to mace as many chips fall down as poosible. 
This counter wil record the number of chips that drop into the 
receptacle so that you can keep track of the number you have earned. 
In other words you can judge your progress by the counter and the number 
of chips that fall, Tiere is something else I want you to do.
In front of you is a scale of numbers from 1 to 6. Corresponding to
these numbers are the descirLptions: ’’very sure of not getting a chip", 
"mildly sure of not getting a chip", "slightly sure of not getting a 
clh.p", "slightly sure of getting a chip", "mildly sure of getting a 
chip" and "very sure of getting a chip". At the end of the three
button presses I want you to indicate wwhther you think a chip wil 
drop for these three presses. for example, if you are not very 
sure that a chip will fall, you Wght call out number 1 or 2; if 
you are very sure that a chip wil fall, you might- call out number 6. 
Be sure to call out a number right after you have mi de the three 
button presses. Then the trial-lights will go off and you will find
out if you have obtained a chip or not;. Then the trial-lights will 
come on again and you will mdce three more presses.

The reason you are calling out the numbers is to tell us 
how confident you are that a chip wil fWl. It has nothing to do
with what actually happens. It is the way you press that counts.

In other words when the lights are on for five seconds, you 
will make three presses and call out a number indicating bow confident 
you are that a chip will fall. Then the same lights will go off and
you wil find out if you have obtained a chip or not. Are there any 
questions?

Before we i»tart the experiment, I am going to let you practice 
on a few trials. Remernmer to call out a number right after you
have made the three button presses. ......... .. Tmt's fine. The
practice session is over. Now we wil begin the experiment. Try to
make as many chips as you can. Conninue pressing until I tell you to
stop.

The Watch and Win instructions were as follows:

Th.8 experiment is designed to compare the ability of people 
to learn. NoOict these trial-lights and pilot-lights in front of you.
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When the trial-lights come on this is the beginning of a trial. 
They will stay on for five seconds. Then there is a five second
time between trials when the lights are off, The series of five 
second trials, separated by five second off periods, continues 
throughtout the experiment.

Diring the trials you wil see that the pilot-lights wil 
flash on three times in some sequence. Someeimes, but not always,
after the trial-lights go off, a poker chip Wl^l drop into this 
receptacle and this co^i^t;e;r will record it for you. See if you can
discover a relation between the sequence of pilot-light flashes and 
whhther or not a chip falls.

In front of you is a scale of numbers from 1 to 6. Corres
ponding to these nu^t^<^r*s are the descriptions! "very sure not
getting a chip”, "mildly sure of not getting a chip”, "slightly sure
of not getting a chip", "slightly sure of getting a chip", "mildly 
sure of getting a chip", and "vary sure of getting a chip". At the
end of the three pilot-light flashes I want you to indicate whhther you 
think a chip wil drop for this sequence of flashes. For examppe,
if you are not very sure of getting a chip, you might call out number 
1 or 2? if you are vary sure of getting a chip, you might call out 
nummer 6.

Be sure to call out a number right after you have observed 
the three pilot-light flashes. Then the trial-lights will go
off and you wil find out if you have obtained a chip or not. Then
the trial-lights wil come on again and you will observe three m>re 
pilot-light flashes.

The reason you are calling out the numbers is to tell us how 
confident you are that a chip will fall. It has nothing to do with
what actually happens. It is the sequence of pilot-light flashes that
counts.

In other words when the lights are on for five seconds you 
wil observe the pilot-lights flash and call out a numb er indicating 
how confident you are that a chip will fall. Then the trial-lights
will go off and you will find out if you have obtained a chip or not. 
A*e  there any questions?

Before we start the experiment, I am going to let you 
practice on a few trials. Remrabbr to cidl out a number right
after you have observed the three pilot-light flashes. ......That’s
fine. The practice session is over. Now we wil begin .the experi
ment. Continue unil I tell you to stop.



The Win Oily instructions were as follows:

Tile experiment is designed to compare the ability of 
people to learn. Notice these trial-lights in front of you. 
Mien they come on this is the beginning of a trial. They wil 
stay on for five seconds. Then there is a five second time 
between trials when the lights are off. The series of five 
second trials, separated by five second off periods, continue
throughout the experiment. Someeimes, but not always, after the
trial-lights go off, a poker chip will drop into this receptacle 
and this counter will record it for you. Your task is to see if
you can figure out on what, trials the chips will fall.

In front of you is a scale of numbers from 1 to 6. 
Coresponding to these numbors are the descriptions: ''very sure of 
not getting a chip", "mildly sure of not getting a chip", "slightly 
sure of not getting a chip", "slightly sure of getting a chip", 
ri.ldly sure of getting a chip", and "very sure of getting a chip". 
Dring the time that the trial-lights are on I want you to indicate 
whheher you think a chip wil fall on this trial. For example,
if you are not very sure of getting a chip, you might call out 
number 1 or 2} if you are very sure of getting a chip you r.ight call 
out number 6. 3e sure to call out a number before the trial-lights 
go off.

The reason you are calling out the numbers is to tell us 
how confident you are that a chip till fall. It has nothing to do with
what actually happens.

In other words when the trial-lights come on for five seconds 
I want you to call out a number indicating wn^t^jh<^:r you think you wwil 
get a chip on this trial. Then the trial-lights wwil go off and you 
will find out if you have obtained a chip or not. Are there any 
questions?

Before we start the experiment, I am going to let you practice 
on a few trials. Rernmeber to call out a number during the trial.
Howeevr, no chips will fall during this practice run. .... hott’s
fine. The practice session is over. Now we wil begin the experiment .
Continue unUl I tell you to stop.

All subjects received one hundred extinction trials.

Qeetions were answered by re-reading the relevant part of the

instructions. Then the experimenter left the subject alone and the 

experiment began.
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After the experiment was over all subjects were asked 

to conpPete the following questionnaire! (l) In this experiment 

what do you think made the chips fall down? Please explain in

detail. (2) What did you think was happening when you did not

get any more chips?



CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS

The principal focus of the present thesis is on the 

effect of conditionality of reward on the expectation of reward, 

and all groups yield data on expectancy. However, in the Play 

and Win groups certain adddtional measures of interest are available. 

Under contingent reward in the Play and Win conation, the acquisition 

and extinction of the correct response can be examined as a function 

of percentage of reward, Although there are, of course, no data

on the correct response when reward is non-contingent, it is 

possible to examine the degree to which subjects converge toward some 

response pattern in the course of acquisition, and, perhaps, diverge 

again in extinction, For this purpose, a m^e^Es^jre of overall

response variation has been devised and applied to both contingent 

and non-contingent groups in the Play and Win condition,

We turn first to these ancillary meeasires which are available 

only in the Play and Win groups, The order of presentation for each

meessire is acquusition, extinction and finally a closer look at the 

transition from the end of acuv^ui^Jiti^on to the initial trials in 

extinction.

55
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Performance of the Correct Response:

All subjects in the Play and Win groups were required to 

obtain 16 reinforcements in order to compPete acquisition. If

a subject did not attain this level of performance Wthin 150 

trials he was discarded and randomly replaced. One subject in 

the 100% group and 4 subjects in the 50% group fell into this 

category. The number of trials to conpppte acquisition by the 

final groups is listed in Table VII of the Apppn&x.

It should be remembered that the schedules of reinforce

ment used in the present experiment refer to the percent of 

correct responses to be rewarded. The actual overall probbbiiity

of reward for acquisition is determined by dividing the 16 obtained 

reinforcements by the total numbar of trials required to reach 

acquisition. These values are included in Table VII of the Apppndix. 

They also represent the probbabiity of reward values for all of the 

remaining 100% and 50% groups in the experiment.

A meatrnre which permits a sensible compar-sm between the 

100% and 50% reward groups for the rate of bcquisitird of the correct 

response is based on the number of incorrect responses that occur 

between each successive correct response. Mean values for this

meesure are plotted for the Play and Wn contingent groups for 100% 

and 50% reward in Figure 1. At test, computed between the total

Figure 1 about here



Figure 1. Kean number of incorrect responses between the n -l and the nth 
correct response as a function of successive correct responses (n) 
with 100^ and 50^ reinforcement as the parameetrs,
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number of incorrect responses for the third to the sixteenth 

correct responses indicates that the 100% and 50% groups do not 

differ BigniHcantly.3 However, an examination of KLgure 1

shows the trend to be in the predicted direction; i.e. the 

50% groups took consistently mre trials (incorrect responses) 

to learn the correct response than did the 100% group.

If the number of trials taken to teach acquisition by 

the Play and Win groups are vincentized into tenths the actual, 

probability of reward for each Vincent block can be calculated. 

Haese values are listed in Table VIII of the A>pendix and are 

graphed in Figure 1A. It is clear from Figure 1A that although

both groups start with the same low probability of reward in the 

first block, by the tenth block the probbablity of reward approximtes 

the probbabiity of reward for the correct response; i.e. 1.00 and 

.50 for the two groups respectively.

In order to examine the persistence of the correct response 

in extinction the 100 extinction trials were divided into 10 blocks 

of 10 trials each. The mean numier of correct responses in each 

successive block was then calculated for the 50# and 100% Play and 

Win contingent groups. These values are plotted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 about here

^The tocorrect responses prior to toe first too correct responses are 
left out o^ this test because all groups are treated alike up to that 
point. The obtained difference prior to the first correct response
appears disconcertingly large in Figure 1. It was not, however, 
a significant difference.



Figure 2« Mean number of correct responses for the Play and 
Win contingent groups for the last ten trials in 
acquisition and for blocks of extinction, with 
100$ and 50$ reinforcement as the parameters.
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Figure 2 also shows the mean number of correct responses for the 

two groups for the last 10 trials of acquisition, a ■ t test 

indicates that these values at the end of acquisition do not differ 

significantly.

A simple 2 x 10 analysis of variance was carried out for 

the extinction data of Figure 2. The results are summarized in 

Table 2. Both the blocks effect and the % reward X blocks inter

action effect are significant.

Table 2 about here

The significant interaction reflects the fact that in the 100% 

group the mean nummer of correct responses dropped to a low level 

even within the first block of 10 extinction trials and remained 

at approximately that level throughout extinction, whereas it took 

the 5C% group about four blocks to reach as low a level.

The failure of the analysis of variance to yield a 

significant main effect is apparently due to the atypical performance 

of one subject in the 100% group (see subject No.8 in Table X of the 

Appen<M.x) who continued to make the correct response on all trials 

beyond the 20th. In order to minimize the effect of this subject's 

behavior, a Mau^-Whitney U Test was computed on the total nummer of 

correct responses made during extinction by the two groups. The

result was a significant percentage effect, the 50% group mOcing
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TABLE 2

Summary of analysis of variance of mean 
number of correct responses imide over the 

ten blocks of extinction trials

Play and Win contingent groups

Source DF SS MS F F

Between subjects 15

% reward (A) 1 46,23 46,23 1,02 ns,

error 14 634,67 *5.33

WitlhLn subjects 144

blocks (B) 9 91.65 10,18 4,69 <,001

A X B 9 61,77 6,86 3,16 <,01

error 126 273.58 2,17

Total 159 1107,90
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significantly more correct responses during extinction than the 100% 

group. (P » .028).

The change in number of correct responses between the last

10 trials of acquisition and the first 10 trials of extinction is shown 

in FLgure J.1 The amount of ctange for the values jin Figure 5 was

Figure J about here

calculated and a t test computed comparing these difference scores.

The results indicate that the 100% group made a significantly greater 

change than did the 50% group. (P(.O1) Since a t test on the

terri.nal acf^i^ui^ition levels (as redefined in the footnote to this page) 

also shows no difference for the two groups, we can interpret the above 

analysis by saying that the 100' group decreases to a significantly 

level of correct responding during the first 10 trials of extinction 

than does the 50% group.

^Generally the experimenter in learning studies arbitrarily designates 
a cut-off point where extinction is to begin. Howeeer, what is called

the first trial of extinction in fact should be the last trial in 
acquisition since the subject has no way of discriminating that some
thing different (i.e. non-reinforcraent) is occurring. This distinction
is rarely made in learning experiments. Howweer, since we are taking
a sma^ group of trials and looking carefully at the changes which 
occur from the end of ad^u^ui^jLti^a^n to the first of extinction, it appears 
approppiiate to make this distinction. Tierefore, in the foil owing
analysis and discussion wiat are referred to as the last 10 trials 
of acquusition will actually be the last 9 trials in acquusition and 
the firat trial in extinction. Whht are referred to as the first ten 
trials in extinction will actually be the second to eleventh trial in 
extinction. A very slight difference wwil be noted between the points
representing the last 10 trials of acquusition in Figure J and those 
representing the same values in Figure 2. Th.s discrepancy is due to
the changes noted above.



Figure 3* Mean number of correct responses in the last 
ten trials in acquisition and the first ten 
trials in extinction for the 100$ and 50$ 
Play and Win contingent groups
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Variation in Response Patterns:

A meaasire of the degree to which subjects in each of 

the four Play and Win groups converged on any set of response 

patterns during acquisition and extinction was calculated in the 

following manner: For each subject the eight alternative response 

patterns were ranked according to their frequency of use during a 

block of trials; the rank was then muuliplied by the frequency of 

occurrence and these values were added together and divided by the 

num er of trials in the block. The resulting value wil be called 

the response-pattern variation index for that block. The lower 

the index the less the subject tends to vary the response patterns 

which he uses. A higher index would indicate relatively greater 

variability in the use of different response patterns.

In order to determine the change in respons<e-pattern 

variation during acquiBition the index was calculated for each 

subject in the Play and Win groups for the first half and second 

half of his acquusition trials. The means of these indices are 

presented in Table 5.

Table 5 about here

A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance was carried out on the group data. 

The results, as sumimaized in Table U, indicate significant main
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TABLE 3

Mean response-pa tern variation

indices for the first and second half of acquisition

Play and Win Groups

Conningent Nooncoiitingent

1st haif 2nd half 1st half 2nd half

100% 2.72 1.46 2.45 1.59

50% 5.15 1.82 5.55 2.24
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effects of both the % reward variable and the "halves” variable. 

However, neither the contingency variable nor any interaction effects 

were significant. An examination of Table 3 shoes that subjects

Table 4 about here

reinforced on a 1CCZ schedule converge on a smaller set of response 

patterns during acquUaition than do subjects on a 5O> schedule. Also

Hl four groups shoe a significant decrease in the amount of response

pattern variation from the first to the second half of acquisition.

It should be noted that although respons<e«pattern variation 

indices are not affected by contingency, in the non-connin•ent groups 

the 50% subjects obtained reinfordements for an average of 

different response patterns during lcqui8ition and the 100% subjects 

obtained reinforcements for an average of 2.75 different patterns. 

In the contingent groups, on the other hand, Hl reinforcements were 

of course received for the single response pattern which eaa designated 

as the correct one.

Diring extinction the response-pttern data for the Play and 

Win groups were analyzed as in lccuitSLtion, except that response

pattern variation indices were calculated for each of the ten blocks 

of trials. Since any possible effect of either % reward or contingency

on variation indices may dissipate in time, a 2 x 2 x 4 nna.yais of 

variance was carried out for the first four blocks only. The results
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TABLE 4

Summary of am lysis of variance of the response

pattern variation index for the first and second half of acquisition

Flay and Win groups

Source DF as MS F P

Between subjects 31

contingency (A) 1 .07 .07 .13 n.s.

% reward (B) 1 6.40 6.40 11.43 <.01

A x B 1 .87 .87 1.55 n.s.

error 28 15.57 .56

Within subjects 32

halves (C) 1 22.48 22.48 66.12 <.001

A x C 1 .19 .19 .56 n.s.

B x C 1 .01 .01 .03 n.s.

A x B x C 1 .00 .00 .00 n.s.

error 28 9.41 .3*

Total 63 55.00
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are summarized in Table 5.

Tible 5 about here

Both the blocks variable and the % reward X blocks interaction show 

significant effects. Since the contingency variable was having no

significant effect on reBponse-vaaiation either during acquisition 

or extinction the scores of the contingent and non-contingent groups 

were combined and the resulting means are plotted in Figure 4 (top). 

It is clear from this graph that tho variation index increases from

Figure 4 (top) about here

block 1 through block 4. In the case of the 100% reward groups 

most of that increase occurs within the first block of ten extinction 

trials whhreas in the 5C% reward groups the increase is spread out 

over the first three blocks.

The difference in the responsfe-variation index during 

extinction cannot be attributed to the value of this index at the 

end of acquusition since a 2 x 2 analysis of variance (X reward X 

contingency) showed no significant differences for the last block 

of ten acquisition triads.1 The values of the index for tMs

1 The results of this analysis are sumtnmrized in Table II of the 
Apppedix.

block are also shown at the left in the top panel of FLgure 4.
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TABLE 5

Summary of analysis of variance of response-pattern 

variation indices over the first four blocks of extinction trials 

Play and Win groups

Source DF ss MS F P

Between subjects 51

% reward (A) 1 2.051 2.051 1.222 n.s.

contingency (B) 1 2.941 2.941 1.752 n.s.

A x B 1 3.781 3.781 2.252 n.s.

error 28 47.012 1.679

Wiihin subjects 96

blocks (C) 3 10.055 3.351 12.097 <.001

A x C 3 2.506 .769 2.776 <.05

B x C 3 .390 .130 .469 n.s.

A x B x C 3 .490 .163 .588 n.s.

error 84 23.285 .277

Totial 127 92.509



mean response-pattern variation score

Figure 4. Mean response-pattern variation indices for the last 
ten trials in acquisition and the first four blocks of extinction 
trials for the 100$ and 50$ Play and Win groups. (Scores for the 
contingent and noncontingent groups combined)

Figure 4. Mean response-paatern variation indices for the last 
ten trials in ac^L^ui^jLti^on and the first ten trials in extinction 
for the 100$ and 50$ Play and Win groups
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The lack of e difference between the response variation 

index at the end of acquisition taken together with a significant 

interaction between blocks and % reward in extinction implies a 

differential change in this index from acquisition to extinction 

in the groups which received lOOe or reward. This implication

is borne out by an analysis of the change in the response variation 

index from the last 10 trials of acquisition (first nominal 

e^inction trial included in acqisition block) to the first 10 

extinction ^ials (noroinnlly, extinction trials 2 - 11).^ These

data are shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. A 2 x 2 l!nlLylSLS 

of variance (*•  reward x contingency), sum^al^.zed in Table 6 was 

carried out on these data. The results show that only the main

Table 6 about here

effect of the % reward variable was significant. The 1<X®' groups
, 2 

Bhow a greater increase in pattern variation than do the 50?' groups.

Ejqpectancy Scores:

Since subjects took different numbers of trials to conpPete

16 or 52 correct responses during acquisition, the expectancy scores

were vincentized into tenths. The tenths are sometimes here referred

1. See footnote on Page 4Q.

2. An analysis of variance on the redefined terminal acquisition response
pattern variation indices is sup*!prized in Table III of the Apppndix. 
Neither % reward nor contingency effects were significant.
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TABLE 6

Summary of analysis of variance of the difference 
in response-pattern variation between the last ten 

trials of acquisition and the first ten trials of extinction

Play and Win groups

Source DF SS MS F P

% reward (A) 1 5.850 5.850 7.103 <.05

contingency (B) 1 .878 .878 1.620 n.s.

A X B 1 .000 .000 n.s.

error 28 15.17* .5*2

Total 51 19.902
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to as Vincent blocks. In extinction, however, all subjects had the 

seme number of trials (1(0)). Reeults in extinction were averaged

over blocks of 10 trials. Figure 5 presents mean expeetancy scores

during acquisition and extinction for each of the three tasks.

Figure 5 about here

In order to study the effects of percentage of reward, 

contingency, and the task variable on expectancy scores a t-way 

analysis of variance was comppUed. The two percentages of reward 

and the two response-reward correlations were factorially combined 

with the Play and Win and Watch and Win tasks over the last 5 blocks 

of acquusition. Table 7 surfflarizes these results. The main 

effects of % reward, contingency, and blocks are significant.

Table 7 about here

Howeeer, there are no significant differences between the Play and

Win and Watch and Win groups, noir were any interaction effects 

significant.

An examination of the upper two-thirds of Figure 5 wil

make the meaning of these results clear. In all cases the expectancy

scores for the groups increased from the sixth block to the tenth



Figure 5. Mean expectancy scores over Vincent blocks 
of acquisition trials and blocks of ten 
trials in extinction for all groups.
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TABLE 7

Summary of analyfSLs of variance of mean expectancy 
scores over the last five blocks of acquisition

Play and Win and Watch and Wn groups

Source DF as MS F P

Between subjects 63

contingency (A) 1 71.792 71.792 11.388 <.01

task (B) 1 .522 .322 .051 n.s.

% reward (C) 1 75.632 75.632 11.997 <.01

A X B 1 1.294 1.294 .205 n.s.

A X C 1 2.173 2.173 .3*5 n.s.

B X C 1 5.721 5.721 .908 n.s.

A X B X C 1 16.513 16.513 2.619 n.s.

error 56 353.014 6.304

Wiihin subjects 256

blocks (D) 4 60.562 15.141 14.714 <.001

A X D 4 1.503 .376 .365 n.s.

B X D 4 8.263 2.066 2.008 n.s.

C X D 4 3.580 .895 .870 n.s.

A X B X D 4 2. 186 .547 .532 n.s.

A X C X D 4 .954 .239 .232 n.s.

B X C X D 4 1.916 .479 .466 n.e.

A X B X C X D 4 1.853 .463 .450 n.s.

error 224 230.134 1.029

Total 319 837.712
MCCS MEMORIAE OBRAR'i 

Mcmaster university
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block, Tn ad'-? ition the contingently rewarded subjects have higher

expectancy scores than do subjects rewarded non-contingenniy. 

Finally, .sU>bBCts rewarded on a 100? schedule have a higher expectancy 

of reward than do those on a 50% schedule.

The Win Only condition must be viewed as one in which reward 

is non-contingeit. Thus the expectation of reward in the Win OnLy

group might be expected tc be similar to that in the non-contingent 

Play and Win and Wach and Win groups. Further, since we have found

a higher expectation of reward in the contingent Play and W.n, and 

Watch and Win groups than in the corresponding non-contingent groups, 

we would also expect the contingent groups to show higher terminal 

expectations than the Win Only groups. These surmises were borne

out by analyses cf variance.

The first an^]^;^i^iLs was carried out on the Win OnLy groups 

along with the Play and Win, and WWtch and Win non-contingent groups. 

The analysis is based on the last 5 blocks of acquisition. The

results are suaaaaized in Table 8. Only the effects of % reward

and blocks are significant. The 100% reward groups have a higher

Table 8 about here

expectancy score than the 50"' reward groups. The effect of blocks is

due to an increase in expectancy as rtquisitiot progresses. Since

the task variable has no significant effect it may be concluded that
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TABLE 8

Sumnary of analysis of variance of mean expectancy 
scores over the last five blocks of acquisition

Play and Win and Watch and Win non-contingent groups 
and Wn Only groups

Source DF SS MS F P

Between Suibeets 4?

# reward (A) 1 51.054 51.034 4.862 <.05

task (B) 2 1.902 .951 .149 n.s.

A X B 2 21.772 10.886 1.705 n.s.

error 42 268.099 6.385

Within subjects 192

blocks (C) 4 60.560 15.090 16.122 <.001

A X C 4 5.177 .794 .848 n.s.

B X C 8 8.851 1.104 1.179 n.s.

A X B X C 8 2.070 .259 .277 n.s.

error 168 157.236 .956

To to. 259 554.475
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when reward is non-contingent, making responses, or viewing responses 

plays no role in the development of expectation of rewardj - expectation 

is affected only by the frequency and pattern of reward,

A similar analysis of variance based on the contingent groups 

together with the same Win Only groups is summaized in Table 9. 

In this case, the main effect for task, as well as for percentage

Table 9 about here

of reward and blocks, is significant, The effects for % reward and

for blocks are similar to those previously reported for the non

contingent groups. A Sch^ffe test shows that the totals in the Play

and Win, and Watch and Win groups are significantly above these for the 

Win Oily groups,* Thus, when reward is contingent upon responses,

or on stimuli which represent response patterns, explication of reward 

reaches higher values than when only the frequency and pattern of 

reward are available to the subject,

Figure 6 plots certain means in order to summaaize the 

comppaisons shown to be significant by the above analyses of variance,

FLgure 6 about here

The means are taken over the last five Vincent blocks, The Piny and

Win, and Watch and Win groups have been pooled since they were in no 

case significantly different, Figure 6 shows mean expectancy to be 

higher with the higher percentage of reward, and with contingent 

reward when compared with non-contingent reward, Note that the mean

1 See Table IV of the Appendix
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TABLE 9

Summary of analysis of variance of mean expectancy 
scores over the last five blocks of acqisition

Play and Win and Watch and Win contingent groups 
and Win Oily groups

Source DF SS MS F P

Between subjects 47

% reward (A) 1 52.896 52.896 11.183 <.01

task (B) 2 69.293 34.647 7.325 <.01

A X B 2 6.109 3.055 .646 n.s.

error 42 198.650 4.730

Wiihin subjects 192

blocks (C) 4 49.454 12.359 14.028 <.001

A X C 4 5.070 1.268 1.439 n.s.

B X C 8 6.605 .826 .938 n.s.

A X B X C 8 4.581 .573 .650 n.s.

error 168 148.045 .881

T>tal 259 543.683



Mean Expectancy Score for Last Five Vicent Blocks of Acquisition

Figure 6. Mean expectancy scores based on the last five Vincent 
blocks of acquUsition as a function of percentage of 
reinforcement. Play and Win and Watch and Win groups 
combbned.
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levels of expectation in the Win O^y groups are qidlte similar 

to the levels for non-cohtingent groups.

Because the mean levels of expeetation at the end of 

acquisition differed widely among the several groups, a simple 

compprison of expectations in extinction is not very instructive. 

The level of expeeCation in extinction depends alp>st entirely on 

two factors: the level at the end of acquisition and the rapidity 

of the drop in level from roquisitirt to the mean for the first 

block of ten extinction trials (see Figure 5). We have already

considered the determinants of the terminal level of exeecation 

in acquuidtion. Accordingly, we consider now factors that govern

the amount of change in ex>* ecation between the terminal acquisitirn 

(10 trials, including the first nominal extinction trial), and the 

first 10 trials of extinction (nominal extinction trials 2 - 11). 

The relevant mean values for m groups are given in Table 10.

Table 10 about here

A 5“*ay  of variance of the differences in

expectancy was carried out. The variables were task (Play and

Win versus Watch and Win), # reward (100# versus 50%), and con

tingency (contingent versus non-contingent), The Win Only groups

were not included in this analysis. The results, summpriznd in



TABLE 10

Mean expectancy scores for the last ten trials in 
acquisition (A) and the first ten trials in extinction (JS) 
and the difference between these two measures (D)

PLAY AND WIN

Conningent Nonnconningent
A E A E

100% 5.39 2.85 4.55 2.45
D D

2.56 2.10

A E A E
50% 4.24 3.60 3.09 2.29

D D
0.64 0.80

WIN ONLYWATCH AND WIN

Conningent Nonnconttnfent
A E A E A E

5.51 2.79 4.05 3.15 4.13 2.48
D D D

2.72 0.90 1.65

A E A E A E
4.46 3.36 - 4.14 3.31 3.51 3.73

D D D
1.10 O.8j -0.22

<n cr>
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Table 11, show that only the main effect of % reward is significant.

Table 11 about here

Groups given 100* reward in acquisition show a greater drop in Man 

expectancy scores "them, do those given 50$ reward in acquisition. 

A t test on the same scores for the 100$ and 50$ fin OnLy groups also 

shows the same result (P (.05).

Now, we have already seen that percentage of reinforcement 

affects expectation at the end of acquisition and this imeeiately 

suggests the possbblity that the amount of drop in expectation is 

related in a simple way to the level of expectation prior to extinction. 

The relation can be examined in Figure 7, in which, the changes in 

expeccation from acquisition to extinction are plotted as a function of 

the terminal level of expectation in ttqlisition for each of the 10 

experimental groups (data as given in Tabic 10). The product-moment

correlation, r, between terminal level and change is .851 (P ^.01).

Figure 7 about here

Thus, the change in expectation in the early phase of extinction is weCl 

predicted by the expiation of reward prior to extinction.

The next question that might be asked of these results is 

whhCher percentage of reward has any residual effect on the change of
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TABLE 11

Summary of analysis of variance of expectancy 
score differences between the mean scores for 

the last ten trials in acquisition and the mean scores 
for the first ten trials in extinction

Play and Win and Watch and Win groups

Total 65 151.857

Source DP ss ME F P

task (a) 1 .502 .502. .187 n.s.

% Y&VBT& (B) 1 24.256 24.256 15.029 <.001

contingency (C) 1 5.761 5.761 5.569 n.s.

A X B 1 2.525 2.525 1.441 n.s.

A X C 1 5.259 5.259 2.007 n.s.

B X C 1 4.750 4.750 2.951 n.s.

A X B X C 1 .857 .857 .551 n.s.

error 56 90.587 1.614



change in expectancy score from mean of last 10 trials acquisition to mean of first 10 trials extinction

Figure 7. Amount of change in expectancy scores from the mean 
of the last ten trials in acquisition to the mean of 
the first ten trials in extinction as a function of 
terminal acquisition level for all groups.
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expectation for groups that have the same level of expectation prior 

to extinction. The present experiment affords a limited oppotmity

to examine that question. There are several groups which, although

subjected to different percentages of reward, arrive at approximately 

the same terminal expeeCation prior to extinction. These groups,

5 of them at 100% and 5 at 50%, were as follows: Group II (Play 

and Win, 100%, non-contingent), Group IV (Watch and Wn, 100%, 

Noonccotingent), Group V (Win Oily, 100%), Group VI (Play and Wih, 

50%, Cootingnt), Group VII (Wwtch and Win, 50%, Conninjent), and 

Group IX (Wwtch and Wn, 50%, Nonttntiln;«et). It may be noted that

the oveeall mean for these 100% groups would lie above the overall 

mean for these 50% groups, suggesting that even for equivalent 

ex^eetancies prior to extinction, 100% groups drop more rapidly than 

do 50% groups. However, a t test of the difference between these

oveeaai means shows that they do not differ significantly. Tins,

the results do not provide a clear answer to the question.

The best fittnng straight line (method of least squares) 

for the set of 10 pints is also shown in Figure 7. It is of 

interest that this best fitting line has a slope of .98U which is 

very close to 1.0. The dotted line in Figure 7 is drawn through 

x,y with a slope of 1.0. A slope o^ 1.0 in the present case would

mean that the pre-extinction level of ex?peCatint minus the drop in 

expoecation was equal to a connt'ant. In other wwrds, pints along

the dotted line represent the same mean level of exP®eC.atint over
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the first block of 10 extinction trials. Groups whose values 

lie above this line show too large a drop in expectation to fit this 

rule while those below the line show too little drop.

It can be seen in Figure 7 that of the five groups lying 

above the dotted line, four received 100% reward whhle of the five 

lying below the line, four received 50% reward. The two-tailed 

probabiiity for outcomes as or more extreme than this is (.05. 

This distribution reflects the fact that the partial groups tend 

to have mean expectancy levels in the first extinction block which 

are above the overall mean level for all groups. This result does 

not, however, help us to resolve the question of whhther percentage 

of reinforcement in acquusition has effects on expectation in 

extinction which are not predictable from the terminal level of 

ex?ectation. The discrepancies, even if assumed to be systematic,

may simply mean that the function relating ex?«etation prior to 

extinction to the change in expectation is curvilinear.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS:

Exopecation in AccuiBstion and Extinction:

(1) 'The distinction between making and observing responses had

no effect on the development of ex?«ecation in acqiusition or 

on the loss expeetation in extinction.

(2) For all tasks, and for contingent and non-contingent reward, 

expectation rose to a higher level in acquusition, and declined 

more rapidly in extinction, under 100% than under 50% reward.
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It is possible that knowledge of the terminal acquisition 

level of expectation is all that enters into the prediction 

of the rate of decline in expectation in extinction. In 

particular, the effect of percentage of reward on rate of 

decline may be encompassed by the effect of percentage of 

reward on terminal expectation,

(j) For both the Play and Win and Watch and Win tasks, expectancy 

scores under contingent reward rose to a higher level than 

under non-contingent reward,

(4) When responses (made or observed) were non-contingently 

related to reward, expectation in both acquisition and 

extinction was not significantly different than the expectation 

that results from observing only the series cf rewards and 

non-rewards.

Correct Responses in Acquisition and Extinction:

(1) No significant differences were found between the 100$ and the 

50$ Play and Win contingent groups in the number of incorrect 

responses which occurred between successive correct responses

in acquisition. In particular, the density of correct responses 

at the end of acquisition was very similar under 100$ and 50% 

reward.

(2) Ihe probability of the correct response pattern declined more 

rapidly in extinction following 100$ than following 50$ reward.
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Response-Pattern Variation Index in Acquisition and Extinction:

(1) Both contingent and non-contingent subjects showed a reduction

in variation among response patterns in the course of 

acquisition. The reduction was greater under 100$ than

under 50% reward, but was not significantly greater for 

contingent than for non-contingent reward. Thus contingent

and non-contingent groups converged toward a single response 

O^lttern to about the same degree.

(2) Response variation iscreased in extinction. The increase was 

more rapid following 100$ than foil (wing 50$ reward, but was 

unaffected by contingency.



CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCUSSION

The principal purpose of the present experiment was 

to examine the effect of condiiionality on the growth and decline 

of expectancy scores when subJests are involved in a selective 

learning task. The possibility of three different outcomes 

resulting from the present procedure were discussed eaalier. 

These outcomes are reviewed briefly below. It is assumed in 

each case that the distinction between producing and simply 

observing responses has no effect on expectation of reward.

(1) if expectancy scores depend on actual conndtionality between 
response and reward, then

contingent groups ) non-contingent groups » Win Oily groups
( Play and Win ) ( Play and Win )
( Watch and Win ) ( Watch and Win )

(2) if expectancy scores depend on the subjects belief in 
conddiionality, and if the presence of response patterns 
(made or observed) encourages a spurious belief in condition
ality when, in fact, none is present, then

contingent groups _> non-contingent groups > Win Only groups 
(Play and Win ) " (Play and Win )
(Watch and Win ) (Watch and Win )

Since the degree of belief in conditionality might, even 

on the present assumption, ie higher when there is in fact conditton- 

ality, the first and second assumptions do not imply distinctively 

different results for the contingent and non-•condtngent groups. 

The distinctive implication of the present assumption is that the 

exaeccation of reward in non-contingent groups wil exceed that in 

the W.n inly groups.

63
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(5) if neither actual nor spuriously inferred conditionality 
between responses (made or observed) and rewards is 
involved in the expeeCation, then, since the results will 
depend only on the series of rewards and non-rewards, 

contingent groups » non-contingent groups = Win Only groups
(Play and Wn) (Play and Win )
(Watch and Wn) (Wtch and W.n )

The results for expectancy scores in acquisition fall 

into a pattern which is connistent only with the first assumption. 

The ex>eetation of reward reaches a higher value when reward is 

contingent upon a response pattern than when it is not. Further,
a a.

when reward is non-contingent, macing (or observing) responses 

along with outcomes does not lead to a significantly higher 

expectation of reward than when only the series of outcomes 

is available.

Since the effect of contingency on execution appears 

to be the same under the Play and Wn and under the Watch and 'Wn 

tasks, we are led to think that contingency works by providing a 

basis for discriminating the class of never reinforced occasions 

from the class of sometimes or always reinforced occasions. The 

development of the discrimination is accompanied by an increased 

ex>eecation of reward for the class of reinforced occasions.

These results are puzzling in one respect. We have 

reviewed certain findings wh.ich show that subjects in the non

contingent groups converged toward a single response-pattern to 

about the same degree as did those in the contingent groups.
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Further, on a post-experimental questionnaire, nine of the 

sixteen subjects in the non-contingent groups stated their belief 

that rewsards were produced by a particular pattern or sequence of 

response patterns over trials, wthie thirteen subjects indicated 

the same belief in the contingent groups. In spite of these

signs that a subbtantial number of subjects in the non-contingent 

conddtions behaved as though reward were contingent, their 

expeeCation was no higher than it was for the groups that viewed 

only the series of rewards and non-rewards. If actual contingency

raises the expectation of reward, why does not "imagined" contingency 

raise it at least somewhat?

Before commenting on this question, it may be of interest 

to take a closer look at the mttnr of convergence. Although

statistical tests based on the respons^e-pattern variation index 

for the first and second halves of acquisition failed to show a 

significant effect for contingency versus non-contingency, there 

were some indications that in the 52’ reward group, the variation 

at the end of acquisition (last 10 trials) was higher in the non

contingent group. It seems likely that a replication with larger

groups would show significantly greater convergence for the con

tingent, 50% reward condition than for the non-contingent 50% 

reward conndtion.

The overall similarity in the degree of convergence in 

contingent and non-contingent groups is explained in part by two
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types of beha^or; the first is referred to by Skinner (1998) 

as ’’supeersitioue behavior”, and the second is called ’’collateral 

behavior’’ by Bruner and Revusky (1961).

From an exaniintion of the sequences of responsie-patterns 

used by subjects in the non-contingent groups it appears that a 

number of subjects behaved as though condiiioruaity were present, 

and they proceeded tc settle on a pattern or series of patterns 

which, because of the increasing probability of reinforcement, 

they very likely regarded as yielding the greatest nurnmer of chips.

The degree of convergence in all four Play and fin 

groups was limited because many subjects behaved as though 

sequences of response-patterns over trials were functional in 

obtaining rewsards. Wien such sequences are used by subjects

in the contingent groups, where all but one pattern is irrelevant 

to the reinforcement contingency, the pressing of the non-functional 

patterns is called ’’collateral behavior".

Table 8®^i^n the Appendix illustrates by example certain 

typical reglualties in the use of response patterns in both 

contingent and non-contingent groups. The example shown for contingent

100% rewaard, is particularly interesting since it is obvious that the 

subject alternated between the correct response pattern and another 

one, even though his expeetation of reward was very low when the 

correct response was not used. It would appear that for some time 

this subject believed that the incorrect response pattern "sets up" 

the reward for the correct pattern.
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Even though one nay doubt that subjects' convergence 

on a response pattern, or belief that reward depends on response 

selection, was as strong in norn-contingent groups as it was in 

contingent groups, it la dear that in the non-contingent groups 

there warn suhbtannial convergence end that a fair proportion of 

subjects believed in a connection between response selection and 

reward. Hence the question remains, - why was not the expectation

of reward at least somewltet higher on the average in the non

contingent groups than in the Win Oily groups whhrit there were 

no antecedent responses to form the basis for a spurious belief 

in the predctabllity of reward?

Although we cannot offer a dear answer to the question, 

it may be helpful to consider certain differences between the 

distribution of rewards over respons^e-pit terns in the contingent 

and non-contingent groups. In a somewhat indirect way, identifying

differences that lead to low^’r expectation under non-contingen1

reward than under contingent reward reduces the puszLe as to why 

non—contingent reward gives rise to no higher exudation of reward 

than does expossure to the reward series alone.

These differences in reward distribution are presented in 

Table 12. The values in the Table represent m^an percentages of

Table 12 about here

reward and non-reward for the 'preferred* and for ‘other* response



Table 12

Percentage of reward for the ’preferred' and 'other* responses during 
the first and second halves of acquisition

100% CONTINGENT 50% CO.’ITINGENT

First Half
Preferred 
Response

Reward
100%

Non-Reward
0% First Half

Preferred 
Resi 9*ae

Reward
47.94%

Non-Reward
52.06%

Other
Responses 0% 100% Other

Responses 0% 100%

Second half
Preferred 
Response

Reward
100%

Non-Reward
0% Second Half

Preferred 
Response

Reward
51.99%

Non-Reward
48.01%

Other 0% 100% Other 0% 100%Responses Responses

100% NON-CONTINGENT 50% NOU-CONTINGENT

First Half
Preferred 
Response

Reward
Jl.25%

Non-Reward
68.75% First Half

Preferred 
Response

Reward
71.21%

Non-Reward
82.79%

Other
Responses 21.79% 78.21% Other 

Responses 6.56% 95.64%

Second Half
Preferred
Response

Reward
87^6%”

Non-Reward
12.7**% Second Half

Preferred 
Response

Reward
49.22%

Non-Reward
50.78%

Other
Responses 56.55% 45.45% Other 

Responses 25.18% 74.82%

68
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patterns during the first and second halves of acquisition. The

•preferred* response is defined as that pattern which the subjects 

used moot often throughout the whole of acquisition. In every 

case this pattern, for both contingent groups, was one designated 

as correct previous to the experiment.

The •preferred*  response received a lower percentage of 

reward in the non-contingent group- than in the contingent groups. 

The difference is substantial for the first half of acquusition. 

It continues to be appreciable in the second ha.f only for the 

100 groups. In the nom»contingent case, responses ’other*  than

the preferred one are reinforced. Since the number of rewards was

fixed, it follows that the total number of reinforcements on the ’preferrd* 

response was less in the non-contingent than in the contingent groups. 

Perhaps, also, the occurrence of reinforcment on ’other*  than the 

’preferred*  response blurs the discrimination between the class of 

responses never reinforced and those that are at least sometimes reinforced. 

Thus in terms of the percentage and frequency of reinforcment for the 

preferred response pattern, and also in terms of the exclusiveness of 

reinforcment on the preferred response pattern, the contingent group 

exceeds the non-contingent group. Any or all of these factors might 

contribute to higher expeetation of reward in contingent groups even 

though the degree of convergence toward a single response pattern was 

the same for contingent as for non-contingent reward.
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We have examined the dependent variables of the present 

experiment in tern of contingent and non-contingent reward 

presentations. Let us now take a closer look at these meastu'es in

relation to percentage of reinforcement.

A general result found in all tasks for the present 

procedure was that during acquisition, expectancy scores increased 

to a higher level during acquisition and declined more rapidly 

during the first block of extinction in the 100# reward group 

than in the 50# group. Tiis finding supjprts the non- belective

learning studies carried out by LeW.s und Duncan (1957; 1958a) which 

showed that the level of expeecation during acquuiriltion increases 

as a function of percentage of reinforce sent and also declines in 

extinction as a function of percentage of reinforcement, wth the 

greater loss following the larger percentage.

However, in both Lewis and experiments and in

the present research, since the 100# reward groups also had a 

higher terminal acquisition expectancy level than the 50% group, 

the effect of the percentage of reinforcement variable on expectancy 

change Lb unclear. Although Lewis and Duncan also recognized the

limitations involved in interpreting extinction data when terminal 

acquisition levels vary significantly between groups, it appears 

that they disregarded the problem in their final analysis and implied 

that percentage of reinforcement alone affected the amount of loss 

in expectancy from the end of acquusSltion to extinction. It is

felt that the present way of treatiig the results provides a better 

apprid.sal of the situation.
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The question of interest is whether subjects who arrive 

at the same terminal level of expectation of reward as the result of 

different histories of reward lose expeecation under non-reward at 

the same or at different rates. As we nave seen, the present

results fail to show an effect of percentage of reward on the decline 

in expeecation when just those groups with approximtely the same 

terminal levels in acquisition were tomppre<d. Still, the regular

groups did, on the average, decline more rapidly and to a lower level 

than did the partial groups and the iff .* rente approached significance. 

The matter is worth further work since there is reason to believe that 

even though two subjects reach the same expeecation of receiving 

reinforcement on the very next trial, their ex»secation after a series 

of non-reinforcment would depend on the entire series of rewards and 

non-rewards received during tcquisition, In particular, it has been

shown in animal experiments (Jenkins, 196? Tieios, 1962) that 

partial reinforcement survives an extensive exposure to regular 

reinforcement prior to extinction,

The percentage of reward variable was effective for all 

tasks and contingency groups. The difficulty in interpreting expectancy

score data in terras of resistance to extinction arises because the terminal 

acquisition levelt were different for the experimental groups, Howwevr,

both button-pressing miistures (correct response and r^espo^i^f^e^]^E^fter^n 

variation indices) were IndistiIgiishtble between groups at the end of 

tcqui8ition, and the extinction data are readily interpreted as showing 

whet may be called classical partial reinforcement effects, In the

contingent groups, a correct response rewarded 50% of the time is used
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more persistently during extinction than ij a correct response 

rewarded 100% of the time. The difference in extinction arisei 

because the 100% group abandons the correct rnt-ponse more rapidly 

than does the 50!’ group. For both contingent and non-con ting ent 

groups, response variation decreased during acquisition and increased 

during extinction. Again the increase in variation was more rapid
i 

in the group given 1005t> reward for the correct response ( and for 

the matched non-contfngent groups) than for the groups under 50% reward.
t

The persistence of a correct response, or a preferred 

response in the case of non-contingent reward, has certain advantages 

as measures of the partial reinforcement effect over the commonly 

used measure of number of plays to quitting. The latter measure is 

subject to a number of extra experimental factors having to do with 

other activities in which the individual might be engaged were he 

not in the experiment. By fixing the number of extinction trials and 

examining the giving up of one response for alternative responses, these 

extre experimental factors, which must be sources of variability, are 

reduced.



CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMART

The present experiment was designed to study the 

effect of concdiionality on the growth and decline of expectancy 

scores in a selective learning task. Subjects were instructed

to learn the correct response and to maximize rewcards. Two

percentages of reinforcement for the correct response were used! 

100% and 50%.

Subjects whose rewards were not conditional upon a correct 

response were matched with contingently rewarded subjects and received 

rewards on the same trials as their matched subjects.

In addition to actively playing the acquusition and 

extinction series, groups engaged in two other tasks were used. One 

of these tasks was the observation of responses and outcomes received 

by subbeets in the actively responding groups. Agin contingent

and non-contingent conddtiona were present. The third task required

that subjects eimply observe the sequence of rewards and non-rewards 

generated by subjects in the active groups.

The dependent measures were expectancy scores, correct 

response patterns, and responso-pattern variation indices daring 

acquusition and extinction.

73
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The results showed that the development of expectation 

in acquisition and the lose of expeetatim in extinction was the 

same for subjects who played and watched the response series. The

effect of conditionality was to enhance the level of expeetation 

during acquisition, though having no differential effect on 

response-pattern variation i ndices. ihen responses were non-contin-

gently related to reward, expeetation in acquisition and loss during 

extinction was not significantly different than the expectation that 

results from viewing only the series of outcomes. Also for Hl 

tasks, and for contingent and reward, expectancies rose

to a higher level in acquisition, and declined more rapidly in extinction 

under 100% than under 50% reward.

The results of both the correct response meassires and 

variation indices show classical partial reinforcement effects.

Two problems arising from the present research were discussed.

The first pertains to the question of why the expeetation of reward 

for subjects in the Flay and Win non-contingent groups was not any 

higher than were these expectancy scores for subjects who viewed only 

the outcome series, when it was shown that both non-contingent and 

contingent subjects had similar responsce-pattern variation indices. 

Several possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy were 

discussed. The second problem is that of interpreti/g expectancy

score data in extinction when the levels of expectation for groups 

at the end of acquif^itiod are different. further expeIrimendatiod is

needed to clarify the issue.
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APPENDIX



TABLE I

of Statistical Arnlyses*

1. t Test comparing the total number of incorrect responses made 
before each of the third to the sixteenth successive correct 
responses between the Play and Win contingent 100% and 50% groups

t » 1.91J df « 14
2. t Test comppariBg the number of incorrect responses made before the 

first correct response between the Play and Win contingent 100% and 
50% groups

t - 0.929 df » 14
3. t Test comparing the number of correct responses in the last ten 

acquisition trials between the Play and Win contingent 100% and 
50% groups

t ■ 0.495 df " 14

4. Mani-Witney U Test compparing the number of correct responses during 
extinction between the Play and W.n contingent 1C0% and 50% groups

U » 11 P . .028

n_.= 8 n2"

5. t Test comppaTing the difference in the number of correct responses 
made between the last ten trials in acqusition and the first ten 
trials in extinction between the Play and Win contingent 100%
and 50% groups

t » 4.11**  df - 14

6. t Test comppring the number of correct responses in the last ten 
trials of ac^i^u^.sJiti^c^n between the Play and Win contingent 100%
and 50% groups (for set of redefined ten aciq^ui^^iti^c^n and extinction 
trials)

t - 0.514 df « 14

7. t Test comppaing the difference in expectancy scores between the 
last ten trials in tcqui8ition and the first ten trials in extinction 
between the Win Oily 100% and 50% groups

t » 2.58*  df « 14

8. t Test comppaing the difference in expectancy scores between the 
last ten trials in tcquisition and the first ten trials in ertinction 
between the three 100% groups and the three 50% groups which have 
the same terminal acquusition expectancy scores

t - 1.714 df . 46

+ All two-tailed probaaility

* P < .05
*• P < .01



TABLE II

Summary of analysis of variance of responsee-ppttern 
variation indices for the last ten trials in acquisition

Play and Win groups

Saiurce DF SS MS F P

% reward (A) 1 .*53 .*53 3.307 n.a

contingency (b) 1 .555 .553 *.036 n.s

A X B 1 .359 .359 2.620 n.e

error 28 3.8*5 .137

Total 51 5.210



TABLE III

Summary of analyaie of variance of response
pattern variation indices for the iast ten trials in acqiisition

Play and Win groupe^

Source DF ss MS F P

% reward (A) 1 .586 .386 2.777 n,8

contingency (B) 1 .526 .526 5.784 n,s

A X B 1 .517 .517 5.719 n,s,

error 28 3,886 .159

Total 51 5.515

Tiis analysis is based on the indices derived from the redefined 
terminal adquisition response-pattern variation indices.
See page *footnote.



TABLE TV

Sunnary of the Scheffe mltiple coaaaaisons test comparing 
total expectancy scores based on the last five blocks of 
acqU.id.tlon trials between the Play and Win and Waach and 
Wn contingent groups and the W.n Oily groups (scores for 

100% and 50% groups coaained)

observed 
difference

critical 
value (.05)

critical 
value (.01)

T^ (Play and Win) - T, (Watch and Wn) 15.25 69.92 88.55

T_ (Play and Wn) - T_ (Win Ody) 
* 5

97.85** 69.92 88.55

T_ (Watch and Wn) - T_ (Win Only) 82.60* 69.92 88.55

* significant at .05 level
** significant at .01 level

df = 2 and 42 n = 80



table V

Sumnmry of the exact probability test for determining 
the probabiLity of outcomes for terbLnal acquisition 

expectancy scores for all groups

number of combiiMtions number of combinations
of 5 things taken 4 at + of 5 things taken 5 at

a time t time
number of combiiMtions 
of 10 things taken 5 at 

a time

for two tailed test!



TABLE VI

Variable ratio schediles of reinforcement of correct 
responses for subjects in the Play and Win 50% Cmtingent Group.

Subjects in
Group II Correct Response Reinforcement Trials

1 1^6-9-11-12-15-14-15-18-20-21-22-^23-25-^30-32

2 i_2_j»7_9-iO-lU-16-19-2O-22~25-27-3O-51-32

5 1-2-5-7-•9-12-15-16-17-18-20r25-•26r27-28-52

4 1-6-7-8-10-^11-14-16-18-20-21-25-2^-27-28-52

5 1-2-3-6-Z1C-111317-18-19-21-22-2326-^

6 1-2-4-^11-^1^2-^1^^-15-16.17-21-22-23-24-25-51-52

7 1^4-5-6-^10-^1^3-15-16-21-25-24-25-26-28-30-52

8 1-5-6-7-9-10-13-15-19-21-25-24-25—28-50-52



TABLE VII

Number of trials to acquisition and actual probability of 
reward during acquUsition for the 100?- and 50% groups

Number of trials Frobibiiity of reward

1 21 .762

2 68 .235

3 20 .800

4 28 .371
100%

5 *3 .372

6 *3 .372

7 3° .333

8 22 .727

9 135 .118

10 101 .158

11 53 .502

50% 12 66 .242

13 92 .174

14 83 .193

15 55 .291

16 66 .242



TABLE VIII

AcCual probability of reward for each Vincent block of acquisition trials

Vincent Blocks

Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.000 0.000 0.500 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.167 0.000 0.000 0.429 0.509 0.429 0.857

3 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

4 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.500 0.667 1.000 0.000 0.500 0.667 1.000

100% 5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.400 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.000

6 0.000 0.500 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.230 1.000 1.000 0.750

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.333 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

8 0.000 0.500 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

9 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.071 0.000 0.145 0.385 0.500

10 0.000 0.300 0.100 0.000 0.182 0.100 0.100 0.200 o.aoo 0.400

11 0.000 0.000 0.333 0.000 0.200 0.333 0.600 0.600 0.500 0.400

50% 12 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.286 0.571 0.500 0.571 0.500

13 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.111 0.333 0.444 4WQ 0.333 0.111

14 0.250 0.125 0.000 0.125 0.250 0.222 0.125 0.575 0.222 0.250

15 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.333 0.200 0.167 0.400 0.333 0.800 0.500

16 0.000 0.167 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.429 0.429 0.333 0.571 0.500



TABLE IX

Nunber of incorrect responses between the n-1 and the nth 
correct response for the first sixteen reinforceaents during acquisition 

Play and Win contingent groupie

Sutb^ts Successive correct responses (n)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 23 18 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100% * 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0

5 21 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 4 1 5 14 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

7 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 9 17 14 9 13 8 4 4 13 3 1 5 0 0 0 0

10 12 0 0 0 4 3 4 2 9 0 0 2 1 3 0 8

50% 11 12 2 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 3* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1? 45 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

14 l 5 0 2 0 1 3 2 6 1 1 3 2 0 5 1

15 2 0 8 7 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 0
16 8 11 5 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



TABLE X

Nuaber of correct responses over blocks 
of extinction trials

Play and Win contingent groups

Subjects Blocks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 3 1 l 2 1 1 2 1 1 1

2 6 3 2 2 4 5 3 2 1 2

3 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 0 0 0

4 2 3 1 0 1 2 l 2 0 0

100% 5 5 l 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2

6 0 l 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

7 3 l 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 2

8 6 4 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

9 9 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 2

10 4 3 4 2 4 2 3 3 4 4

11 10 6 4 1 3 6 2 7 0 3

50% 12 10 5 1 0 3 1 0 0 3 4

13 6 6 7 6 5 7 6 6 6 5

14 7 5 4 6 5 4 4 5 3 3

15 5 4 2 4 2 1 4 2 0 1

16 7 3 3 2 4 3 2 2 4 2



TABLE XI

Nunber of correct responses in the last 
ten trials of acquisition and the first

ten trials of extinction

Play and Win contingent groups

Number of correct Number of correct
Subject responses in last 

ten trials acquisition
responses in first 

ten trials extinction

1 10 2
2 8 5
3 10 0

10C% 4 6 2
5 10 2
6 8 0
7 10 2
8 10 6

9 9 8
10 7 4
11 10 10

50% 12 10 10
13 7 6
14 7 6
15 10 4
16 9 6



TABLE XII

Response-pattern variation indices for the first and 
second half of acquisition

Play and Win groups

100%

50%

Subject
Contingent

1st half 2nd half Subject

Noncontingent

1st half 2nd half

1 2.00 1.00 17 2.36 1.00
2 5-58 1.85 18 5.21 1.85
5 2.00 1.00 19 3.10 2.30
4 2.21 2.07 20 1.00 1.00
5 3.41 1.62 21 2.95 1.43
6 5.52 2.14 22 2.50 1.10
7 5.60 1.00 23 2.33 1.00
8 1.82 1.00 24 2.18 1.45

9 5.94 2.91 25 3.50 3.54
10 5.10 2.98 26 5.55 3.56
11 2.95 1.04 27 2.63 2.08
12 5.18 l.CJ 28 3.88 1.48
15 2.74 1.52 29 4.22 1.85
14 2.60 2.41 30 2.62 2.07
15 5.04 1.57 51 2.75 2.15
16 5.70 1.55 32 3.52 1.21



TABLE XIII

R«sponse-i»ttern variation indices for blocks of extinction trials

Play and Win groups

CONTINGENT

SuUb^dts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2.7 3.8 3.4 5-2 3*9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.4 3>
2 1.4 2.7 3.2 1.8 2.6 1.6 2.8 3.1 3.9 3.4
3 3.4 2.8 3.4 3.9 3.9 3.9 3-2 3.4 2.8 2.8
k 3.4 2.6 3.1 2.2 3.4 3.9 3.4 2.8 2.6 1.7

10C% 5 2.8 3.9 3.4 3.1 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.4 3.4 2.6
6 1*3 3.2 3.9 3.4 2.6 1.5 1.5 1.8 2.0 3.1
7 2.8 3.1 2.6 3.4 3.9 3.9 3.2 3.9 3.4 3.1
8 2.0 2.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

9 1.1 2.7 2.0 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.6 1.0 1.4
10 2.6 3.2 2.3 3.4 2.3 2.8 2.7 3.2 2.6 2.2
11 1.0 1.6 2.6 1.9 3.2 2.0 2.3 1.4 2.3 3.?

50% 12 1.0 2.5 3.9 3.4 2.7 3.9 2.6 2.2 2.4 2.6
13 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.8
14 1.4 1.9 2.3 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.8 2.8 2.8
15 2.5 2.3 3.4 3.1 3.9 3.4 2.6 3.2 2.8 3.9
16 1.3 2.0 3.2 3.9 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.8 2.2 2.3

NON-OOmNGENT

17 3.9 3.1 3.9 3’1 3’2 2.8 2.6 1.9 2.5 3.9
18 2.1 2.1 2.8 1.8 2.8 1.9 2.2 2.3 1.8 2.6
19 3.1 2.8 3.1 2.5 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.8 2.8

100% 20 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.0 l.o
21 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.0 1.3 1.8 1.5 3.8 l.o 1.5
22 1.7 2.1 2.3 3.o 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.3 2.6 2.2
23 l.o 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 2.6 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.7
24 2.5 3.4 3.2 2.7 2.2 1.6 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0

25 1.7 2.8 2.4 2.4 1.8 2.4 3.2 3.9 2.6 1.9
26 2.2 2.3 2.6 2.6 3.4 2.8 1.6 3.4 2.6 2.6
27 1.4 2.4 3.9 2.8 2.6 3.4 2.8 2.1 2.4 3.4

50% 28 1.5 2.7 3.4 3.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 1.4 2.2 3.1
29 1.6 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.3 3.4 2.3 1.6 2.4 1.9
30 1.7 2.6 2.4 2.6 1.9 3.1 3’1 1.6 1.6 3’0
31 1.9 2.6 2.6 1.8 2.6 3.1 2.8 2.2 2.6 1.4
32 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.1 3.4 3.9 2.3 2.3 3.4 2.0



Subject A 1 &ibject A E

1 1.0 2.8 17 1.0 3.9
2 1.2 1.5 18 1.0 2.1
3 1.0 2.8 19 2.3 2.8

10C% 4 2.0 2.8 20 1.0 1.0
5 1.0 2.8 21 1.0 1.3
6 1.3 1.5 22 1.0 1.9
7 1.0 3.1 23 1.0 1.1
8 1.0 2.0 24 1.4 2.8

9 1.1 1.2 25 1.9 2.1
10 1.6 3.1 26 1.8 2.3
11 1.0 1.0 27 2.3 2.4

50% 12 1.0 1.0 28 1.4 1.8
13 1.4 1.6 29 2.0 1.7
14 1.4 1.5 3° 1.7 1.9
15 1.0 3.1 51 1.4 1.9
16 1.1 1.4 32 1.0 1.0

TABLE XIV

Response-pattern variation indices for the last ten 
trials of acquisition (A) and the first ten trials of extinction (E)

Play and Win groups

CONTINGENT NON-CONTINGENT



TABLE XV

Mean expectancy scores over Vncentized blocks of acquisition trials

Play and Win groups

CONTINGENT

Suijects blocks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
2 3.00 3.00 2.57 2.33 2.57 2.29 2.71 3.50 3.14 4.45
3 2.00 2.00 3.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
k 3.00 5.00 4.00 5.50 4.67 6.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

1CC% 5 4.75 2.50 2.20 1.50 1.00 2.40 3.25 5.00 6.00 6.00
6 3.50 3.50 5.80 4.50 3.25 3.80 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
7 1.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.67 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
8 1.50 1.50 2.00 3.00 4.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

9 1.92 2.43 1.85 1.29 3.23 5.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
10 5.40 5.10 4.90 4.90 5.27 5.00 5.20 5.20 3.30 4.10
11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.80 2.00 3.50 3.30 4.20 5.83 4.20
12 2.00 1.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.71 5.86 4.6? 5.45 5.17

50% 13 2.00 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.22 3.35 4.00 4.00 3.44 3.89
14 4.15 4.63 4.33 4.13 3.88 2.89 3.15 3.38 5.11 4.25
15 2.20 2.17 3.20 3.00 3.40 3.50 3.00 5.67 3.60 4.00
16 1*71 2.00 1.43 1.00 1.00 1.86 5.29 5.1? 1.00 5.00

NON-CONTINGENT

17 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
18 3.00 2.71 2.86 2.33 2.86 2.14 2.14 2.35 2.71 3.43
19 1.50' 2.50 4.00 2.50 4.00 2.50 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
20 3.67 3.33 4.00 3.50 5.00 4.00 3.33 3.50 3.33 4.00

100% 21 2.50 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.75 2.25 4.80 4.50
22 4.25 4.50 4.40 4.00 4.50 4.00 2.50 1.00 1.00 1.25
23 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.67 4.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
24 3.00 3.00 3.33 2.00 3.50 5.00 5.33 6.00 6.00 6.00

25 1.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.29 1.25 1.50 2.77
26 2.80 4.50 2.80 2.50 2.09 2.40 2.10 5.20 2.50 4.50
27 5.80 5.80 4.00 4.60 4.40 4.85 4.20 4.40 4.17 4.60

50% 28 i.?i 5.17 1.00 1.00 1.55 1.71 5.00 5.50 5.29 5.85
29 2.00 1.55 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.11 2.67 2.40 2.55 1.56
3° 1.75 1.88 1.55 1.15 1.00 1.00 1.65 1.00 2.11 2.58
51 1.80 1.50 1.40 1.33 2.40 1.17 2.00 2.17 2.80 2^
52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.45 5.71 2.50 2.71 1.50



TABLE XVI

Mean expectancy scores over vincentized blocks of acquisition trials

Watch and Win groups

CONTINGENT

Subjects blocks

100%

50%

100%

50%

NON-CONTINGENT

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

55 1.00 1.00 1.50 2.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
34 2.45 1.57 1.57 2.67 1.86 1.29 3.29 5.50 3.14 5.29
55 5.50 3.00 5.‘5O 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
56 1.67 3.67 2.67 3.50 4.33 6.00 1.33 3.50 4.33 6.00
37 5.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 4.25 2.20 5.75 4.75 6.00 6.00
58 3.00 3.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.25 6.00 6.00 4.75
59 5.55 3.67 5.67 4.00 4.67 5.67 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
40 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

41 3.62 1.71 1.00 1.36 1.08 2.57 1.58 1.71 4.46 5.64
42 3.40 3.80 3.20 3.20 2.73 2.40 2.00 2.10 2.1C 2.90
43 .00 3.60 3.67 4.60 4.00 3.83 3.60 4.20 4.67 5.20
44 5.29 1.83 2.00 1.14 1.17 4.00 5.71 5.67 6.00 5.50
45 3.78 M5 1.56 3.70 2.67 3.53 5.00 4.30 3.?9 4.56
46 5.58 5.75 3.56 5.50 3.58 1.89 2.88 3.50 2.88 4.50
47 3.20 3.67 .00 4.17 4.4o 3.33 3.20 2.50 3.00 3.33
48 3.86 3.50 5.71 5.00 3.83 £.14 2.71 3.83 5.00 3.67

49 3.50 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.33 2.50 1.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
50 3.00 3.14 2.14 1.50 3.00 2.71 2.45 3.00 2.86 2.45
51 1.00 1.00 3.50 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.50 6.00
52 3.67 4.67 5.C9 it.50 5.67 2.67 3.67 6.00 2.67 2.33
53 3.75 2.25 2.80 2/75 3.00 2.80 2.00 3.25 4.80 5.00
54 1.75 3.00 1.00 4.75 2.25 1.00 2.25 2.75 3.60 5.25
55 1.00 2.33 3.67 5.67 3.67 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
56 3.00 3.50 1.33 3.00 2.00 1.50 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.50

57 2.69 1.36 1.00 1.71 2.31 2.50 1.00 1.36 2.15 4.21
58 3.70 5.00 4.20 2.60 3.27 4.10 4.50 4.10 3.90 3.90
59 3.00 4.60 3.33 4.20 4.00 2.50 4.20 5.00 4.33 3.00
60 2.57 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.71 3.17 3.29 .33
61 3.11 1.78 1.11 1.00 1.53 3.00 2.56 2.70 .33 3.>6
62 1.63 2.13 2.11 1.00 2.50 1.89 1.00 2.25 1.56 2.88
63 2.60 2.83 3.00 4.00 2.40 3.67 3.80 4.85 5.40 5.33
64 3.71 4.67 3.43 3.57 4.50 3.57 .86 5.50 5>3 5.67



TABLE XVII

Mean expectancy scores over vincentized 
blocks of acquisition trials

Win Only Group.

Subject

blocks

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

65 5.oo 5.00 4.50 5.50 3.00 1.00 2.50 4.50 2.00 6.00
66 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1,00 1.00 2.00 2.35 5.14 3.86
67 1.50 4.50 2.50 1.00 1.50 3.00 4.50 6.00 6.00 6.00
68 5.53 1.67 2.67 3.50 1.00 6.00 6.00 3.50 4.33 4.33

io©*; 69 4.00 4.00 4,oo 4.00 4.00 3.20 2.50 3.00 4/0 6.00
70 1.00 1.25 2.00 2.25 1.25 1.00 1.00 1.50 4.00 4.00
71 3.35 4.00 3.67 3.35 1.67 3.33 3.35 3.00 4.53 3.33
72 2.50 4.50 2.33 3.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 5.oo

73 3.69 4.45 4.85 4.14 5.46 3.36 2.08 2.93 3.15 3.43
7* 3.00 3.30 2.50 2.50 1.55 2.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.50
75 5.80 1.20 1.00 2.800 2.40 1.67 2.40 2.60 3.17 3.80
76 4.57 3.50 3.71 3.57 3.17 3.00 2.57 3.67 4.29 .17
77 4.00 4.56 4.44 .70 4.00 4.11 4.22 3.90 4.22 '*.78
78 3.75 2.50 4.33 4.25 2.50 2.33 2,88 2.75 3.22 3.88
79 2.00 5.67 5.20 2.55 2,00 1.83 2,00 2.50 3.00 3.00
80 4.00 3.35 3.29 4.29 3.83 2.14 5.57 4.00 .29 5.00



TABLE XVIII

Mean expectancy scores for the last ten trials
of acquisition (A) and the first ten trials of extinction (E)

PBAT AND WIN WATCH AND WIN WIN ONU

8
Contingent

A E
Non-conting ent Contingent Non-contingent

S A ES A E S A E S A E

1 6.0 SI 17 6.0 1.1 55 6.0 1.6 49 4.8 1.5 65 5.7 5.6
2 k.k 2.7 18 2.9 & 5.0 2.5 50 2.5 5.5 66 4.0 1.5
5 6.0 1.9 19 5.7 2.4 35 6.0 5.6 51 5.0 4.5 67 5.5 1.9
4 4.5 5.2 20 5.6 2.7 & 4.1 1.9 52 5.4 5.8 68 4.0 5.5

100% 5 6.0 4.0 21 4.7 2.4 5? 6.0 5.2 55 4.9 5.6 69 5.5 l.o
6 4.2 22 1.2 2.8 58 5.0 1.0 54 4.5 5.7 70 5.8 2.0
7 6.0 1.2 25 6.0 5.1 59 6.0 5.0 55 6.0 2.2 71 5.4 2.4
8 6.0 5.1 2k 5.8 2.2 4o 6.0 5.5 56 5.5 2.4 72 5.5 4.1

9 6.0 6.0 25 2.9 2.1 kl 5.5 5.4 57 5.5 5.o 75 5.5 5.8
10 4.1 5.5 26 k.5 5.4 42 2.9 1.8 58 5.9 5.2 74 1.8 4.5

50% 11 4.1 5.7 27 4.5 4.5 45 4.8 4.1 59 5.6 5.8 75 2.9 2.9
12 5.5 4.0 28 4.7 2.7 44 5.7 5.7 60 4.5 2.8 76 5.9 5.2
15 4.0 5.4 29 1.5 1.8 45 4.7 4.5 61 5.6 2.7 77 4.4 4.9
1$ 4.5 5.8 50 2.1 1.1 46 <3 5.5 62 5.0 2.5 78 4.2 5.9
15 5.9 2.6 51 2.9 1.0 47 3-3 5.1 65 5.5 4.5 79 5.2 5.1
16 2.2 2.0 52 1.6 1.9 48 4.5 2.8 64 5.7 4.2 80 4.2 5.7



TABLE XIX

Mean expectancy scores over blocks of extinction trials

Play and Win groups

OWITI1K3IWT

Sibjects blocks

100%

50%

100%

50%

NON-CONTINGENT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 3.6 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 3.1 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.8 2.3 2.4 2.1 1.5 2.2
3 2.3 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.8 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.0
4 3.2 1.9 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5 M 3.0 2.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 2.2
6 3.9 3.5 3.* 3.7 4.0 3.1 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.0
7 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
8 3.* 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

9 6.0 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
10 2.9 3.8 3.1 3.0 3.8 2.6 3.o 3.0 2.6 3.0
11 4.0 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.4 2.02 2.0
12 4.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
13 3.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2
14 4.0 4.1 3.0 2.7 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.2 1.6 1.0
15 2.7 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.1
16 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

17 1.6 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 l.o l.o
18 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.2 1.7
19 2.9 1.9 1.0 2.9 3.7 3.3 2.0 1.7 2.2 1.9
20 2.8 2.5 1.6 1.0 1.9 2.0 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.8
21 2.7 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.4 1.0
22 2.7 3.3 2.8 2.2 1.5 2.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3
23 3> 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.5 2.0 1.0 l.o
24 2.6 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

25 2.1 1.3 1.9 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 l.o
26 3.9 2.4 1.7 2.6 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.2 1.9 2.3
27 4.4 2.8 3.5 3.7 3.1 2.8 3.3 3-12.3

3.2 2.2
28 3.2 1.8 1.4 3.6 2.4 2.2 1.8 2.4 1.5
29 1.8 1.0 1.8 1.7 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
30 1.1 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
31 1.3 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0
32 1.9 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3



TABLE XX

Mean expectancy scores over blocks of extinction tri’JLs

Watch and Win groups

CONTINGENT

Subjects
1 2 3

blocks
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

53 2.1 1.4 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0$ 5.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
5.8 5.1 4.0 5.9 4.2 4.2 5.8 4.4 5.0 2.7

100% 36 1.9 2.4 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
37 5.7 4.6 4.5 4.9 5.5 4.2 5.0 5.5 4.7 2.7
58 1.0 1.5 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
39 5.2 2.8 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4o 5.6 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0

41 5.9 1.8 2.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0
42 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.4 l.c 1.0
*3 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.2 5.8 3.4 4.0 5.5 4.4 5.5

50% 44 4.2 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1-5
45 4.5 5.5 4.0 5.9 4.0 4.1 5.0 5.7 4.1 4.9
46 4.0 2.6 2.6 5.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
47 5.1 2.8 2.6 2.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
48 5.5 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.5 2.1 2.6 4.4 2.5 2.1

NON-CCNTINJENT

49 2.0 5.7 1.6 1.5 2.5 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
50 3.4 2.9 2.5 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0
51 4.5 5.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

100% 52 5.8 5.o 1.5 1.8 1.6 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
55 5.6 5.5 2.5 4.2 2.2 5.5 2.9 2.7 4.2 2.5
54 5.7 5.8 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0
55 2.7 1.0 1.7 1.9 2.5 5.1 5.1 1.7 2.4 2.4
56 2.4 2.8 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

57 2.5 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
58 5.5 5.8 4.1 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.8 5.5 3> 5.8
59 4.1 2.8 2.8 5.5 2.9 2.5 2.6 1.9 2.6 2.4

50% 60 5.2 2.2 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
61 5.0 2.5 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 . 1.2 1.0 1.0
62 5.0 2.0 2.5 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.5
63 4.5 2.5 2.8 5.5 5.5 2.8 2.6 5.5 2.2 1.9
64 4.4 5.1 2.7 5.9 5-5 4.0 4.2 5.8 4.6 5.6



SiU jaclts
blocks

9 101 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

65 5.7 4.4 4.3 3.3 4.6 4.5 3.8 2.8 3.6 3.7
66 1.8 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0
67 2.4 2.0 1.2 l.o 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 l.o 1.0

100$
68 3.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0
69 1.5 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
70 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.8 3.0 3.o 5.0 2.5 2.0 2.4
71 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 l.i 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
72 4.4 3.4 3.5 2.9 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

75 4.1 2.9 2.6 3.2 3.2 3.o 3.7 3.3 2.4 3.6
74 4.4 3.3 1.1 l.o 1.6 2.1 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.0

50$
75 2.9 1.0 1.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.6
76 5.6 2.7 3.8 4.6 3.1 3.8 4.0 3.3 5.1
77 4.5 4.1 3.6 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.5 4.1 3.6
78 4.1 4.3 4.6 3.9 3.7 3.3 2.0 1.0 1.1 l.o
79 2.8 2.4 1.5 1.2 l.o l.o 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0
80 3.8 4.3 4.0 4.4 3.5 3.5 3.1 3.1 3.7 3.5

TABLE XXI

Mean expectancy scores over blocks of extinction trials

Win Only groups



TABLE XHI

Trial by trial response data for one subject selected from each 
of the four Play and Win groups

CONTINGENT NCn-» INGENT
100% 50% 10C% 50%

trial pattern ScSfe ^ial pattern scSfe trial pa^ern a^Bfe tri&l ^t^rn Ic8fe

50 •RLL 6 74 •RLL 4 8 •RRL 3 51 RRR 6
51 LRR 1 75 RLR 2 9 •RLR 4 52 •JLL 1
52 •RLL 6 76 •RLL 4 10 •LRL 4 53 TJ.T. 6
53 LRR 1 77 RLR 2 11 •RRL 2 54 •RRR 6
5* •RLL 6 78 •RLL 4 12 •ILR 3 55 •ILL 6
55 LRR 1 79 RLL 4 13 •BLR 6 56 RRR 6

11 56 •RLL 6 8o RLL 5 14 •LRL 6 57 •RRR 1
57 LRR 1 81 LRL 3 15 •RRL 6 58 •ILL 6

•g 5S •RLL 6 82 LRL 3 16 •LLR 6 59 RRR 6
•H 59 LRR 1 83 •MJ. 4 17 •RLR 6 60 T.T.T. 6
g- 60 •RLL 6 84 RLL 5 18 •LRL 6 61 •RRR 1
X 61 LRR l 85 RLL 6 19 •RRL 6 62 •RRR 1

62 •RLL 6 86 LRR 3 20 •ILR 6 63 LLL 6
63 LRR 1 87 LRR 2 64 LLL 6
64 •RLL 6 88 RLL 4 65 LLL 3
65 •RLL 1 89 RLL 4 66 •RRR 6
66 •RIL 5 90 RLL 4
67 •RLL 6 91 LRR 4
68 •RIL 6 92 •RLL 3

69 RLL 6 95 RLL 5 21 RLR 6 67 LLL 6
70 RLL 4 94 LRL 2 22 LRL 5 68 LLL 1
71 Li® 4 95 RLL 5 23 RRL 2 69 LLL 6

g 72 LRR 1 96 RLL 5 24 LLR 2 70 RRR 4
<44> 73 RLL 6 97 LRL 2 25 RRL 3 71 ILL 4
2 7* LRR 1 98 RLR 3 26 lll 2 72 RRR 4

+> 75 RLL 4 99 RLL 4 27 RRR 1 73 RRR 3>< 76 RLL 1 100 RLL 4 28 RLR 3 74 LLL 2
77 RLL J 101 RLR 2 29 LRL 3 75 LLL 1
78
79

LRR 
LRR

1
2

102
103

RLL 
RLL

4
3

• reward obtained exp. = expectancy score


